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Abstract 

The objective of this project is to validate and renovate ALEVIN, a software created in 2010 
to simulate Virtual Network Embedding scenarios and test network mapping algorithms. In 
this thesis the different versions published on the Internet (v0.5.1, v2.2) are built and 
analysed with tests to identify their main strengths and weaknesses. Once it becomes clear 
that  version v2.2, despite having many important elements of the Graphical User Interface 
without working, is the better suited version, some of its bugs are fixed and ALEVIN v2.3 
is created. 

On the other hand, a detailed manual for future developers is written, explaining the 
procedure to add new algorithms, network parameters and analysis metrics to the software 
step by step. Finally, a last manual is created with the procedure to install and build every 
ALEVIN version in an Ubuntu machine using the public files available on the Internet. 
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Resum 

L’objectiu d’aquest projecte és validar i renovar ALEVIN, un programa original de 2010 per 
simular escenaris de Virtual Network Embedding i testejar algoritmes de mapeig de xarxes. 
En el treball es construeixen i s’analitzen les diferents versions publicades a Internet 
(v0.5.1, v2.2) mitjançant una sèrie de tests per tal d’identificar les seves fortaleses i 
mancances. Una vegada s’arriba a la conclusió de que la versió v2.2, malgrat tenir 
elements importants de la interfície gràfica sense funcionar, gaudeix de funcionalitats molt 
pràctiques i un codi molt més escalable que les versions anteriors, s’intenten arreglar 
(modificant el codi) els aspectes més importants i es crea la versió ALEVIN v2.3. 

De cara a futures utilitzacions, també es crea un extens manual per a desenvolupadors on 
s’indica com afegir nous elements pas per pas, intentant que l’usuari entengui com i a on 
s’ha de tocar el codi per tal de no malmetre el programa i aconseguir implementar 
correctament tant algoritmes, paràmetres de les xarxes i mètriques d’anàlisi. A més, també 
es crea un manual detallat sobre com instal·lar cada versió d’ALEVIN a una màquina 
Ubuntu amb els fitxers públics disponibles a Internet.  
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Resumen 

El objetivo de este proyecto es validar i renovar ALEVIN, un programa original de 2010 
para simular escenarios de Virtual Network Embedding y testear diferentes algoritmos de 
mapeado de redes. En el trabajo se construyen y analizan las diferentes versiones 
publicadas en internet (v0.5.1, v2.2) usando una serie de tests para identificar sus 
fortalezas y puntos débiles. Una vez se llega a la conclusión de que la versión v2.2, a 
pesar de tener elementos importantes de la interfaz gráfica sin funcionar, tiene 
funcionalidades muy prácticas y un código mucho más escalable que las versiones 
anteriores, se intentan arreglar (modificando el código) los aspectos más importantes y se 
crea la versión ALEVIN v2.3. 

De cara a futuras utilizaciones, también se crea un extenso manual para desarrolladores 
donde se indica como añadir nuevos elementos paso por paso, intentando que el usuario 
entienda cómo y dónde hay que tocar el código para no dañar el programa y conseguir 
implementar correctamente algoritmos, parámetros de las redes y métricas de análisis. 
Además, también se crea un manual detallado sobre cómo instalar cada versión de 
ALEVIN en una máquina Ubuntu con los ficheros públicos disponibles en Internet. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Telecommunications seem to be what will shape the future of modern world. The creation 

of the Internet was a breaking point for humanity: being able to talk to your friend which is 

in an exchange program in Australia from your home in Barcelona, having a source of 

information a million times bigger than any library that may have existed just by typing 

“Google” in your browser, or even being able to shop anything you could imagine of and 

having it delivered at your front door only using your laptop. These are possibilities which 

have opened up thanks to the power of telecommunications, and if you went back in time 

and told anyone these things would be possible, they would probably try to lock you up in 

an asylum. 

All these things previously mentioned can be carried out through a rather popular tool: 

Internet. Contrarily to what a lot of people may think, the Internet is not some kind of 

invisible entity floating around and magically storing and delivering information to 

everyone’s computer. In fact, some communication techniques can be defined accurately 

like this, such as the WiFi or satellite communications. But the point is that the core of 

internet, the structure supporting all the information exchange is a physical structure 

composed for the most part of nodes and links. The nodes are the active elements in 

charge of managing the information, processing all the data, and directing the bit flows so 

that everything reaches its destination. On the other hand, the links are the physical passive 

medium through where the information travels.  

Let us say you are at your home connected to your personal WiFi and want to text a friend. 

When you text the message, the phone sees it as a sequence of ones and zeros. This 

sequence is fractioned and several packages are created, each containing a slice of the 

message and the essential information to reach their destination. These packages then are 

sent from your phone to your router via WiFi (electromagnetic waves travelling through the 

air). When the message reaches your router, this must decide what will the next destination 

be and sends the packages accordingly. From a network engineering perspective, your 

phone is the first node, also called terminal because it is the outermost node of the topology. 

On the other hand, the WiFi is a link which only goal in the message communication is to 

carry the packages containing the information from the terminal (phone), to the next hop, 

the router. 

Before the packages arrive at your friend’s phone, they must travel through a web of links 

and nodes that, similarly to an underground rail network, connect millions of elements. 

Some of the links/nodes are public, some are your property (like the router) and some of 

them are owned by private telecommunications companies. This “webs” made of nodes 

and links bring us to the point of this project: Virtual Network Embedding.  

1.2. Virtual Network Embedding (State of art) 

Essentially, VNE [1], [2] is the efficient allocation of Virtual Networks Requests onto a 

Substrate Network. The Substrate Network is a physical infrastructure, a set of nodes and 

links (hardware) with actual resources like CPU, bandwidth, energy consumption, delay, 

etc., depending on the physical characteristics of each element. The Virtual Networks 

Requests are sets of virtual demands which have to be provided somehow by the Substrate 
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Network. They can be understood as virtual network topologies which have to be co-hosted 

by the same physical infrastructure.  

For example, the simplest case of VNE would be having a Substrate Network constituted 

by two nodes connected by a bidirectional link with a bandwidth of 100 Mbps. A Virtual 

Network Request could be a topology made of two nodes linked by a bidirectional link of 

20 Mbps. The embedding, in this case, would be to reserve 20 Mbps of the 100 Mbps total 

from the Substrate Network link to make sure this Virtual Network Request is fulfilled. Even 

though there is no modification of the hardware, the Substrate Network now hosts a Virtual 

Network which is occupying a part of its resources. This embedding can also be understood 

as a virtualisation of node and link resources of the SN. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Examplary VNE scenario (Source: IEEE [28]) 

 

1.2.1. Problem formulation 

Although the concept is quite simple: basically, virtualize (reserve) the resources available 

in the Substrate Network demanded by the VNRs, it gets exponentially complex if the SN 

grows and there are multiple VNRs [3]. It especially becomes a serious problem when the 

objective is to make this allocation as effective as possible (which is the whole point of 

VNE) to be able to maximize the benefit of the hardware. This means considering all the 

combinations possible and figuring out the embedding which less resources occupies and 

satisfies your necessities in a more efficient way. One can imagine this problem is not trivial 

and powerful algorithms must be applied in order to solve this type of mathematical 

problems.  

In computational complexity theory, this problem belongs to the NP-hard group because of 

the multi-way separator problem [4], which means it is at least more difficult than any NP-

problem. NP (non deterministic polynomial time, [5]) problems can be solved in polynomial 

time by definition, by a Turing machine (theoretical computing machine). 

Formally [1], the problem can be described as: 

“Let 𝑆𝑁 = (𝑁, 𝐿) be a substrate network where N represents the set of substrate nodes 

and L the set of substrate links and let 𝑉𝑁𝑅𝑖 = (𝑁𝑖, 𝐿𝑖)  be a set of 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛  Virtual 

Network Requests where Ni and Li represent the set of virtual nodes and virtual links of 

the 𝑉𝑁𝑅 𝑖 respectively. Furthermore, let �̇� = ∏ 𝑅𝑗  𝑚
𝑗=1 be a vector space of resource vectors 
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over resource sets 𝑅1, … , 𝑅𝑚 and let 𝑐𝑎𝑝: 𝑁 ∪ 𝐿 → �̇� be a function that assigns available 

resources to elements of the substrate network. Finally, for each 𝑉𝑁𝑅𝑖, let 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑖: 𝑁𝑖 ∪ 𝐿𝑖 →

�̇� be a function that assigns demands to elements of all Virtual Network Requests. Then, 

a Virtual Network Embedding consists of two functions 𝑓𝑖: 𝑁𝑖 → 𝑁  and 𝑔𝑖: 𝐿𝑖 → 𝑆𝑁′ ⊆

𝑆𝑁  for each 𝑉𝑁𝑅𝑖  such that ∀𝑛𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑖: 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑖(𝑛𝑖) ≤ 𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝑓𝑖(𝑛𝑖))  and ∀𝑙𝑖 ∈ 𝐿𝑖 : ∀𝑙 ∈

𝑔𝑖(𝑙𝑖): 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑖(𝑙𝑖) ≤ 𝑐𝑎𝑝(𝑙). fi is then called a node mapping function (VNoM) and gi is called 

a link mapping function (VLiM). Together, they from an embedding for 𝑉𝑁𝑅𝑖. It is not 

required that these functions are calculated by a single entity – calculation can be split 

among multiple entities.” 

 

 

Table 1.1: Terminology used in the problem definition (Source: IEEE [33]) 

 

1.2.2. InP and SP 

The VNE must be used in the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [6], [7], Internet business 

model, which consists on the separation of the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) into two 

new roles: Infrastructure Providers (InP) and Service Providers (SP) (See figure 1.2). 

Essentially the idea is that the Infrastructure Providers rent physical 

hardware/infrastructures to companies who generally “pay for use” (only pay what they 

use). The InPs can guarantee low-level computation resources and integrated network 

structures with elements like routers, servers, firewalls, security measures, etc. 

Service providers administrate the infrastructure, configuring the different elements with 

specific software and even encrypt the data or configure authentication mechanisms. 

These SPs can be divided into three sub-roles, Virtual Network Provider (VNP), Virtual 

Network Operator (VNO) and Service Providers. 
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Figure 1.2: IaaS Internet business model (Source: IEEE [29]) 

 

The InPs need to use VNE techniques to be able to host other companies (Service 

Providers) in their own infrastructure as effectively as possible, therefore saving resources, 

money or improving the security.  

 

 

1.3. ALEVIN 

ALEVIN (ALgorithms for Embedding VIrtual Networks) [8], [9] is a software originally created 

on 2010 by a group of network engineers from all around Europe, the main function of 

which is to simulate embedding scenarios and apply different types of algorithms to solve 

the VNE problem. There are also several metrics to be able to analyse the algorithms 

mappings, such as the running time, node/link stress, cost, etc. The original developers 

state these as its main features: 

• Evaluation of Virtual Network Embedding algorithms 

• Various existing VNE algorithms implemented 

• Various evaluation metrics implemented 

• Simulation and evaluation framework 
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Figure 1.3: ALEVIN interface (Source: Sourceforge [30]) 

In fact, the graphical interface of the program is quite simple, which makes it very intuitive 

and easy to learn how it works. For a detailed description of ALEVIN, go to section 2. 

Currently, there are the source files of four different versions (v0.5.1, v2.0, v2.1, v2.2) of 

the program published at Sourceforge [10], which is an online free software repository. This 

implies that these ALEVIN versions are free and open-source, for anyone to use. More 

information about the ALEVIN project can be found at section 1.6.1.  

 

1.4. Statement of purpose  

The main purpose of this project is to check the status of each ALEVIN version published 

on the internet, analysing their capabilities and listing the problems/errors they may have. 

The limits of ALEVIN should also be tested by designing and implementing use cases 

(network scenarios) to observe the algorithm performance and the overall power of the 

software (e.g. large topologies).  

After having reviewed each version, the idea is to decide which has more growth potential 

and try to fix some of its most important bugs by analysing the code and making some 

adjustments. If these changes are important enough, a new ALEVIN version could be 

created: ALEVIN v2.3 . 

Once this version is built and ready to be operative, three Ubuntu machines will be created 

with one version built in each of them. Each machine will grant the operative environment 

to ALEVIN.  

It is important to state that before using the program, there was also the objective to add 

new features or parameters such as link delay or energy-related metrics, but once the 

software was tested and so many bugs where identified, the perspective of the project was 

slightly changed. The main priority became identifying the most important bugs, try to solve 

them and help future developers implement their personalized features so that ALEVIN 

became a more flexible tool. This is further explained in section 1.8. 
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Accordingly to this changed project purpose, the creation of a manual for developers would 

also be a good idea so that future users are able to shape the software to their own needs, 

and are capable to add algorithms/network parameters/algorithms they might need to work 

with. 

Finally, a section should be dedicated to explaining the problems of each version which 

have not been solved, giving ideas on how to address them and potentially solve them. It 

would also be a good idea to imagine future usages of ALEVIN, analysing its value in the 

near technological future and analysing possible problems where this tool could be useful. 

Here is a list of the main objectives of this project: 

• Build ALEVIN v.0.5.1 and v2.2 in a Linux/Windows machine. 

• Test the different features of each version using simple scenarios and identify 

bugs/problems/limits. 

• Try to solve the most relevant bugs by fixing code errors and create the version 

v2.3. 

• Write a manual for developers on how to add algorithms/metrics/constraints. 

• Build each version (v0.5.1, v2.2, v2.3) in a separate Ubuntu machine.  

• Analyse future usages of ALEVIN. 

1.5. Requirements and specifications 

Given the fact that this project consists on software development and testing, there are not 

many relevant requirements needed to carry out the work. Nevertheless, here is a list of all 

the software requirements and tools used: 

• Computer with enough resources to support Oracle VirtualBox with several Virtual 

Machines 

• Oracle VM VirtualBox 6.1 

• Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 64-bit (10 Gb dynamic disk, 2048 Mb of base memory, 1 CPU) 

• Eclipse IDE for Java Developers 2020-03 

• ANT 1.8.4 

• Java JDK 7 

• ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 source code  

• Libraries*: 

- Apache Commons CLI v1.4 

- Batik v1.5 

- Batik v1.7 

- GLPK v1.7 

- JSC v1.0 

- Junit v4.5 

- Junit v4.11 

- Jung2 v2.0.1 

- MuLaViTo v0.9 

- Stax utils  

*download links in the bibliography 
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1.6. Methods and procedures 

1.6.1. Project background 

This project is based on ALEVIN, a software originally created on 2010 by Andreas Fischer, 

Hermann de Meer, Michael Till Beck (Universität Passau, Germany), Xavier Hesselbach, 

Juan Felipe Botero, Lisset Diaz Cervantes (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, 

Catalunya) and Michael Duelli, Daniel Schlosser, Vlad Singeorzan (University of Würzburg, 

Germany). This work was funded by the European FP7 Network of Excellence “Euro-NF” 

[11] (grant agreement no.216366) through the Specific Joint Developments and 

Experiments Project (SJDE) “Virtual Network Resource Embedding Algorithms” (VNREAL). 

To protect and guarantee the open use of this tool, the implementation was made under 

the GNU GPL/LGPL license. 

 

                         

           Figure 1.4: Euro-NF logo (Source: University of Passau) [31]            Figure 1.5 ALEVIN logo [32] 

 

                       

 

The aims of the VNREAL project were to ”create a tool capable of comparing and executing 

different optimization algorithms”, as well as being open to “extend capabilities to new 

algorithms added by the community as simple new modules”. As stated in [11], the specific 

objectives of the project were: 

• “Design of new algorithms to solve the virtual network mapping problem, looking for 

the optimization of physical resources allocation.” 

• “Design of an open software tool implementing the main algorithms for optimization 

of SN resources mapping.” 

• “The software design shall include procedures allowing to compare results of 

different algorithms.” 

• “The software shall be open to the community to add new algorithms in a simple 

way.” 

From a future perspective, we can say that the project succeeded and obviously met its 

expectations. 

In the License Block of the Java classes figures the following statement: 

/* (…)This file is part of ALEVIN (ALgorithms for Embedding VIrtual Networks). 

* ALEVIN is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it 

* under the terms of the GNU General Public License Version 3 or later 

* (the "GPL"), or the GNU Lesser General Public License Version 3 or later 

https://www.fim.uni-passau.de/en/computer-networks/research/projects/euronf-european-network-of-the-future/vnreal-euronf-european-network-of-the-future/
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* (the "LGPL") as published by the Free Software Foundation. 

* ALEVIN is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but 

* WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY 

* or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License 

* or the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. (…)*/ 

On 28/10/2011, ALEVIN v0.5.1 would be published on Sourceforge, being the first source 

files to be released to the public. Later on 02/10/2014, ALEVIN v2.0 files were published 

on the same website, which would be followed by ALEVIN v2.1 a few months later, on 

21/04/2014. It would not be until 18/09/2016 that ALEVIN v2.2, the last version available 

on the Internet, would be published on the Sourceforge page. 

1.6.2. Thesis procedure 

The first part of this thesis is the download and building/installation of the different versions 

of ALEVIN published in the Sourceforge site. The initial idea was to build the latest version 

(ALEVIN v2.2) and test the different algorithms with network scenarios, but after having 

installed it and realized that it was full of bugs, the direction of the project had to change 

(See section 1.8). A new objective had come up: determine which of the versions was in 

a better condition and had more growth potential. That led to the second part of this project: 

the software testing. Provided that it was necessary to know what features of the two 

versions work, it seemed a good idea to dedicate a whole section of the project to do a 

software validation, documenting all of the errors which may come up using either ALEVIN 

v0.5.1 or ALEVIN v2.2. Therefore, the most important features of both ALEVIN versions 

were evaluated (e.g.: algorithms, metrics, automatic scenario generator, etc. ) and all the 

bugged features were documented. The results from this evaluation are in ANNEX II: 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests.  

While carrying out the software testing, I succeeded at resolving the biggest problem of 

version v2.2. The selection and mapping panels were successfully activated, meaning that 

the Graphical User Interface of ALEVIN v2.2 had been fixed and was the same as the one 

of version v0.5.1. Since it was the ALEVIN v2.2 GUI problems what originated the doubt 

about what version to use for the project, once the bug was solved the doubt ceased to 

exist, making version v2.2 way better than version v0.5.1 (more algorithms, more metrics, 

more possible import formats, etc.). At that point, the evaluation of version v0.5.1 stopped, 

being version v2.2 the main priority. 

After having evaluated the software, identified the bugs and chosen what was the 

appropriate version to work on, some of the main bugs of ALEVIN v2.2 were fixed. These 

is the third part of the project, which is mainly software development. For this part, I took 

the java source files to Windows and placed them into Eclipse, an Integrated Development 

Environment. The reason of this was purely comfort: if I had to dive into a relatively large 

project the code of which was totally unknown to me, identify errors and then fix them, I 

would rather do it in a familiar Operative System and coding environment where I knew I 

would be able to navigate the code relatively easily. After several weeks of work, the 

successfully fixed bugs are: 

• Selection and mapping panel not operative 

• Problem with the metrics menu which was too large and did not fit the screen 

• Java exceptions when executing some metrics 
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ALEVIN v2.2 with these errors solved would become the new ALEVIN version, ALEVIN 

v2.3.  

There are many other bugs which could not be fixed. For these cases, a description of the 

problem is given as well as some advice on how to resolve them. All this work is in ANNEX 

III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs, a document containing a detailed description of the bugs as well 

as how was the solution implemented for the ones that were solved. 

The next section of the project is the manual for developers. One of the objectives of the 

initial 2010 ALEVIN project, as mentioned in section 1.6.1, was to create an open-source 

program which would be open to “extend capabilities to new algorithms added by the 

community as simple new modules”. This is the reason why ALEVIN was developed as a 

modular software, so that new algorithms could be added to the program like simple puzzle 

pieces. With all the knowledge acquired trying to fix bugs and analysing the code, I created 

a manual with the procedures to add new algorithms, metrics, and constraints. This manual 

is the ANNEX IV: Manual for developers. 

To have a proper environment to run ALEVIN, three Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 64-bit machines 

were created, each with a different built and operative version of ALEVIN (v0.5.1, v2.2, 

v2.3). See the Results section.  

To wrap up the thesis, some possible future ALEVIN uses are discussed, as well as a 

project conclusion.  
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1.7. Work plan 

1.7.1. Work packages 

Project: ALEVIN installation WP ref: #1 

Major constituent: SW installation Sheet 1 of 2 

Short description: Installation of ALEVIN in an Ubuntu 

image using Oracle VirtualBox. 

Start date: 10/02/2020 

End date: 21/02/2020 

Internal task T1: Installation of Ubuntu 18.04 LTS 64-bit 

in an Oracle VirtualBox. 

Internal task T2: Installation of ALEVIN inside the 

Ubuntu:  

- Download ALEVIN files + libraries 

- Fix errors encountered (code, build.xml, etc.) 

- Build/Compile ALEVIN running its build.xml with 
ANT 

Deliverables: 

 

 

- 

Dates: 

 

 

- 

 

Project: ALEVIN testing and familiarization, comparison 

between versions v0.5.1 and v2.2 

WP ref: #2 

Major constituent: SW testing/familiarization Sheet 1 of 2 

Short description: Use ALEVIN to familiarize, list all the 

implemented algorithms and metrics, and try them using 

simple cases (for versions v0.5.1 and v2.2) 

Start date: 22/02/2020 

End date: 07/03/2020 

Internal task T1: ALEVIN familiarization. 

Internal task T2: List the implemented algorithms and 

features (network design, modification, metrics, etc.). 

Internal task T3: Design and try a simple case to execute 

every algorithm in both versions.  

Internal task T4: Design and try a scenario a little bit 

more complex to execute every metric in both versions. 

Internal task T5: Compare versions v0.5.1 and v2.2, and 

decide which is more adequate. 

Deliverables: 

- Tests 

(ANNEX 

II) 

Dates: 

 

 

- 
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Project: Fixing the GUI (Graphical User Interface) of 

ALEVIN v2.2  

WP ref: #3 

Major constituent: SW analysis/development  Sheet 2 of 2 

Short description: Try to fix the GUI of the version v2.2 

so that the results of each algorithm execution are 

showed in the side panel (selection panel) and the 

selection panel works as well.  

Implement a tool to be able to see all the metrics in the 

menu. 

Start date: 08/03/2020 

End date: 01/04/2020 

Internal task T1: Code analysis. Understand how the 

program is structured. 

Internal task T2: Implement MenuScroller from 

org.apache.jmeter. 

Internal task T3: Modify code of the classes 

MappingPannel and GUI.java to make it operative. 

Deliverables: 

- Bug fixes 

(ANNEX 

III) 

Dates: 

 

- 

 

 

Project: ALEVIN v2.2 algorithm testing and features 

verification  

WP ref: #4 

Major constituent: SW testing/Network design Sheet 2 of 2 

Short description: Implementation of the 4-layer 

scenario (Substrate Network + 3 Virtual Networks) from 

the metrics test to execute all the different algorithms 

and conclude their functionality and efficiency in ALEVIN 

v2.2.  

Test all the remaining features in ALEVIN v2.2. 

Start date: 02/04/2020 

Planned end date: 

18/04/2019 

Internal task T1: Use the scenario from the metrics test 

to execute all the algorithms in ALEVIN v2.2. Analyze 

the results. 

Internal task T2: Test the Scenario Wizard (Scenario 

Generator). 

Internal task T3: Test the Constraints Generator. 

Internal task T4: Test the different ways to import/export 

scenarios. 

Deliverables: 

- Features 

tests 

(ANNEX II) 

Dates: 

 

- 
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Project: Improvements and recommendations WP ref: #5 

Major constituent: Software development and manual 

creation 

Sheet 2 of 2 

Short description: Try to fix the main problems of 

ALEVIN v2.2 and create a new version (v2.3). 

Write a manual for developers explaining how to add 

algorithms, parameters, and metrics to ALEVIN. 

Build the three versions (v0.5.1, v2.2, v2.3) each in a 

separate VirtualBox. 

Planned start date: 

18/04/2020 

Planned end date:        - 

Internal task T1: Fix the main problems of v2.2 and 

create v2.3. 

Internal task T2: Analyze ALEVIN code, figure out how 

to add algorithms and metrics. 

Internal task T3: Write the manual for developers. 

Internal task T4: Build the three versions (v0.5, v2.2, 

v2.3) in a separate VirtualBoxes. 

Internal task T5: Write an installation manual for 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 

Deliverables: 

- Developers 

manual 

(ANNEX 

IV) 

- Ubuntu 

Virtual 

Machines 

- Installation 

manual 

(ANNEX I) 

Dates: 

 

 

- 
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1.7.2. Milestones 

 

WP# Task# Short title Milestone / deliverable Date 

(week) 

1 1 Ubuntu installation Install Ubuntu in VirtualBox 1 

1 2 ALEVIN installation Install ALEVIN in Ubuntu 2 

2 1 ALEVIN familiarization Use and “play” with ALEVIN  3 

2 2 Algorithm/features listing Describe software capabilities 3 

2 3 ALEVIN algorithm testing 

(simple case) 

Try a simple case of network 

embedding with ALEVIN 

4 

2 4 ALEVIN metrics testing Execute (test) all metrics from 

versions v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

4 

2 5 Comparison between 

versions v0.5.1 and v2.2 

Decide which is better suited to work 4 

3 1 Code analysis Understand the structure of the 

program and find where the errors 

occur 

5-7 

3 2 MenuScroller 

implementation 

Be able to see all the metrics in the 

dropping menu 

7 

3 3 Modification of  

MappingPannel.java and 

GUI.java 

Activate the selection and mapping 

panels 

7 

4 1 ALEVIN v2.2 algorithm 

testing (with 4-layer 

scenario) 

See how each algorithm behaves to 

a more complex scenario 

8 

4 2 Scenario Wizard testing Identify errors and bugs in the 

Scenario Wizard 

9 

4 3 Constraints Generator 

testing 

Identify errors and bugs in the 

Constraints Generator 

9 

4 4 Import/Export scenario 

testing 

Identify errors and bugs with the 

Import/Export tools 

10 

5 1 Version v2.2 bug fixing and 

creation of v2.3 

Create a new version v2.3 with the 

main problems of v2.2 fixed 

10-12 

5 2 Code analysis Understand how each algorithm 

/parameter/metric is implemented 

13-16 

5 3 Manual for developers 

creation 

Write a manual explaining the 

procedure to add algorithms/ 

parameters/metrics to ALEVIN 

14-16 

5 4 Virtual machines creation Build the three versions in separate 

Ubuntu machines 

16 

5 5 Installation manual creation Write the procedure to install 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 

16 
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1.7.3. Gantt diagram 

 

This is the Gantt diagram containing all the milestones described previously: 

 

Figure 1.1.6: Gantt diagram 
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1.8. Deviations/incidences from the initial plan 

1.8.1. Overview 

Incidences/problems: 

• Installation and build (library incompatibilities, XML code errors, etc.) 

• ALEVIN bugs 

Decisions/deviations to solve the problems: 

• Analyse the different installation errors and solve them 

• Create an installation manual 

• Test the man features of ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 

• Choose the most adequate version to deeper analyse it 

• Document the relevant bugs 

• Instead of adding new features, create a manual for developers explaining how to 

do it 

1.8.2. Development 

The first incidences appeared when trying to download and build ALEVIN. The source files 

were not complete, and the process was far more difficult than what I had expected. The 

software was created several years ago meaning that there could be problems with the 

building, but these problems made me spend far more time than expected trying to install 

the program. The procedure followed to solve the different errors encountered during the 

ALEVIN installation can be found in section 3.1 of this document and in ANNEX III: 

Procedure to install and build ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

On the other hand, this project was supposed to be an ALEVIN validation, using the 

knowledge of the degree to design and test different use cases to analyse the behaviour 

of the algorithms. When the last version (ALEVIN v2.2) was successfully installed in an 

Ubuntu machine, there were so much bugs and features which did not work that it became 

very clear that the whole project perspective and objectives of the thesis had to change. 

The source files for ALEVIN v2.2, which was the last version released and consequently 

should be the version in better condition, built a program half of the metrics of which were 

not working and 80% of the constraints could not be assigned to any network element. In 

addition, the most important elements of the Graphical User Interface, the selection and 

mapping panels, did not work. This meant that the mappings of the Virtual Networks onto 

the Substrate Network were not displayed on the interface, which was the main objective 

of the software. 

All these bugs implied that ALEVIN v2.2 could only execute half of its metrics to analyse 

the mappings and could not display the mapping results in the GUI. These problems meant 

that this version was far from being adequate for this thesis, so the solution had to be to 

use older versions. ALEVIN v2.0 and v2.1 were also built and tested but turned out to have 

the same GUI problems. Because of it, the only way out was to try ALEVIN v0.5.1 and see 

if it was better suited for the project. Once all the installation complications were overcome 

(See section 3.1.2) the software was tested, and it turned out to have less bugs than the 

v2.x versions. The main difference was that the GUI was fully operative, so the Virtual 

Network mappings were displayed whenever an algorithm was executed. Nevertheless, 

this version was substantially simpler, only having one format type to import network 

scenarios and having less algorithms and metrics. 
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These discoveries made me figure out the new approach for the thesis: given that both 

versions (v0.5.1 and v2.2) had several bugs, it would be a good idea to test the main 

features of each version and document all the problems and errors found. At the same time, 

the GUI problem of version v2.2 would be further investigated and tried to resolve. The 

issue was that I did not have any idea of the amount of time that I would have to spend to 

solve it, or if I would even achieve it, that is why I had to consider working with version 

v0.5.1. After a few weeks, I succeeded in resolving the GUI issue, and ALEVIN v2.2 

became the priority. 

An overall explanation of the biggest project deviation is that once the different software 

versions were built, they had so much bugs and problems that documenting them and 

trying to solve them became the main objective of the thesis. This were the cause of the 

creation of several tests to ALEVIN v0.5.1 and more importantly ALEVIN v2.2 (ANNEX II: 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests) and some bug fixes (ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 

bugs) which led to the creation of ALEVIN v2.3. 

It is also worth to mention that before starting the project, the idea was to add features to 

ALEVIN such as new algorithms or new network parameters like energy consumption or 

delay. During the thesis, I came to understand the “open” modular approach that the initial 

developers wanted to give ALEVIN, so I figured it would be a much better achievement to 

contribute to this cause and actually explain how new algorithms/parameters/metrics can  

be added to the program rather than adding some of them myself. That is why I decided to 

write the manual for developers (ANNEX IV: Manual for developers) instead of 

implementing new modules. 
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2. ALEVIN 

This section reviews the main features of both ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2, which are very 

similar. In fact, due to the resemblance between ALEVIN v2.2 and ALEVIN v0.5.1, the v2.2 

section only describes the features which do not figure in the previous version. The ones 

not mentioned are identic to v0.5.1 (e.g.: Graphical User Interface). 

The objective of this section is to familiarize the reader with the most important features of 

the software, especially those mentioned several times throughout the thesis, for example 

the selection and mapping panels, or the Graphical User Interface. These can seem a bit 

confusing if mentioned without identifying them in the software, but once the simplicity of 

the interface is seen, the understanding of ALEVIN is much quicker and easier. 

The ALEVIN v0.5.1 section shows the main parts of the interface, as well as the most 

important panels which appear during a project (Scenario Wizard, Constraints generator 

and Algorithm settings panel). These same features figure in v2.2, therefore it is not 

necessary to describe them again. Instead, the v2.2 section goes over the new scenario 

importers, the new scenario generator with multiple algorithms, and the algorithms and 

metrics which do not figure in v0.5.1. 

 

2.1. ALEVIN v0.5.1 

2.1.1. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

 

Figure 2.1: ALEVIN interface 

 

• Menu (1): 

o File: New empty scenario / layers; Import XML file; Export XML file; Close 

scenario; Quit ALEVIN. 

o View: Show node labels; Show link labels (Checkboxes). 

o Generators: Scenario Wizard; Constraint generator; Clear all constraints 

from the networks. 
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o Algorithms: Simple Dijkstra; Greedy Available and K Shortest Paths; Path 

Splitting; Coordinated Node and Link mapping with Path Splitting; 

Coordinated Node and Link mapping with k Shortest Paths; Coordinated 

Node Mapping with Rounding PathStripping Link Mapping; Basic VN; Basic 

VN Link Stress; Subgraph Isomorphism; Advanced Subgraph Isomorphism; 

Optimal Mappings Algorithm; Remove all mappings  

Each algorithm provides specific network mappings depending on the 

parameters and algorithm type. 

o Metrics: List of all the analysis metrics (E.g. Accepted VNR Ratio, Cost per 

Mapped Network, Maximum Link Stress, etc.). When an algorithm is 

executed and there are mappings, metrics can be selected, and a small 

panel pops out with the result. 

• Console (2): Information about actions and Java exception are displayed. 

• Display (3): The Substrate Network and Virtual Network topologies are displayed 

and can be modified (Add/remove elements, add/edit/remove parameters, export 

layer to SVG). Links are unidirectional. When an element of any network is selected, 

it appears in the Selection panel. 

• Selection panel (4): all the network elements (nodes and links) selected are 

displayed in a tree structure. 

• Mapping panel (5): all the Virtual Network mappings onto the Substrate Network 

are displayed in a tree structure. If a path in a Virtual Network is selected in the 

panel, the mapping is displayed in the scenario display. 

2.1.2. Scenario wizard 

This feature allows the user to generate random network topologies instead of having to 

design them manually. It can be useful to test the algorithms or the metrics. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Scenario Wizard 

 

For the Substrate Network, the number of nodes, alpha and beta can be set. 

Alpha: increases probability of generating links between nodes (𝛼 ∈ (0 <  𝛼 <  ∞)). 

Beta: increases the probability of longer links (𝛽 ∈ (∞ <  𝛼 < 1 ]). 
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For the Virtual Networks, the number of networks, default number of nodes per network 

and alpha/beta for each network can be set.  

2.1.3. Constraints generator 

This feature can be used to assign parameters to the network elements, such as CPU or 

Bandwidth, once the topologies are already drawn. Both Substrate parameters and Virtual 

parameters for each Virtual Network can be assigned. 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Constraints generator 

 

 

2.1.4. Algorithm settings panel 

When an algorithm is selected from the Algorithms dropping menu, a panel appears to 
set the parameters before the execution. Generally, the parameters to set are the specific 
of the algorithm + Distance considered (Y/N) + Maximum distance + Node overload 
(Y/N). This only applies to the first 6 algorithms. 
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Figure 2.4: Path Splitting (algorithm) settings panel 
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2.2. ALEVIN v2.2 

2.2.1. Scenario importer (SNDLib, RIG, Shiip) 

This version supports three more formats to import network topologies: 

• SNDLib  

• RIG 

• Shiip 

These options figure in the File section of the Menu along with the XML import. 

2.2.2. Scenario generator with multiple algorithms 

The objective of this feature is the same as the Scenario Wizard (Generator) but using 

algorithms to achieve specific network topologies. A network can be created with each of 

the algorithms, which can create star, grid, etc., topologies. Here is a list of all the 

algorithms implemented to generate networks: 

• Al-Fares Generator 

• Grid Generator 

• Random Edge Generator 

• Locality Generator 

• Fat Tree Generator 

• Waxman Generator 

• Star Generator 

• Transit Stub Generator 

• Ring Generator 

• Exponential Generator 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Scenario generator with multiple algorithms settings panel 
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Figure 2.6: Topologies generated with the previous settings 

 

2.2.3. Algorithms 

Four more algorithms are implemented in this version: 

• Node Ranking with Shortest Paths 

• Node Ranking with Path Splitting 

• BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE 

• BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE with Path Splitting 

Which can be found along the other algorithms in the Menu. 

2.2.4. Metrics 

A lot more metrics are implemented in this version compared to v0.5.1. For example: 

• Average Active Link Stress 

• Average Path Length 

• Power Consumption 

Which figure in the metrics menu along with v0.5.1 metrics. 
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3. Methodology / project development:  

This is the most important section of the thesis, where the analysis, evaluation and fixing 

of ALEVIN is done. Each sub-section reviews a different annex, which is where the work is 

accurately explained and the technical aspects (e.g. Code modifications, Linux commands, 

etc.) are detailed. 

In the first section, the download and installation of each ALEVIN version in Ubuntu 

machines is explained, as well as all the obstacles found during the process. It is divided 

in three parts, the first of them being the installation of the Ubuntu image in the VirtualBox, 

which is common for all versions. The two remaining sections detail the process to install 

v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

Section 3.2 reviews all the tests carried out to evaluate each ALEVIN version, referencing 

the annex sections and giving conclusions for each tested feature. 

The third section reviews all the bugs found in the main features of ALEVIN v2.2 (ANNEX 

III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs), such as the Dijkstra algorithm or many metrics which do not work 

properly. Some of them have been successfully fixed, and for these cases the solution is 

explained step by step. All the bug fixes form the new ALEVIN v2.3, which is an upgraded 

version of v2.2 with some of the interface and metrics bugs fixed. 

The final section (3.4) introduces the manual for developers, a manual created to help 

future developers which may want to add features to ALEVIN such as algorithms, analysis 

metrics or network parameters to expand the software capabilities.  

Finally, it is important to remind the fact that these sections review the annexes, which have 

the detailed procedures and more accurate information. 

3.1. Download and installation of ALEVIN 

After having analysed the VNE background and understood its basic principles, the first 

thing to do is try to download and install ALEVIN in an Ubuntu image. As explained in 

section 1.8, the original idea was to work with the latest version available, ALEVIN v2.2. 

The problem was that when I succeeded at building it, I tested it and realized that an 

especially important feature of the Graphical User Interface was not operative. Therefore, 

I decided to change the direction of the project and start by building version v0.5.1. 

3.1.1. VirtualBox and Ubuntu 

Back to the software installation, the first step is to download Oracle VM VirtualBox 6.1.4 

[12]. This is a free virtualization software which allows to host multiple virtual machines and 

grants the possibility to have several Ubuntu machines inside a Windows computer. This 

is where all the machines hosting the different ALEVIN versions will be created and 

operated. 

With VirtualBox installed, the Ubuntu image must be created. The process is quite simple: 

use the “New” feature to create a new VM, follow a few steps where the basic 

characteristics of the machines must be set (2048 Mb of base memory, VirtualBox Disk 

Image, 10 Gb of dynamic disk size*) and run the previously downloaded ubuntu-18.04.4-

desktop-amd64.iso [13] file to install Ubuntu in the new machine. The result is an Ubuntu 

18.04.4 LTS 64-bit operative virtual image. The reason why this version was chosen is 

because it is the latest version of Ubuntu, therefore its security is better than older versions, 
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as well as a longer maintenance support. 32-bit systems are becoming more and more 

obsolete, that is why a 64-bit version is preferable to be able to have compatibility with most 

of the software. 

*After having tried several combinations, these seem to be the more adequate requirements. With 1024 Mb of RAM the 

machine is too slow, and the df command shows about 7,7 Gb of busy disk when ALEVIN is fully installed, so 10Gb of disk 

space seems a reasonable value keeping in mind that the machine is supposed to be only for ALEVIN use. 

3.1.2. ALEVIN v0.5.1 

Once the Ubuntu machine is set, it is time to download the first ALEVIN version available 

at Sourceforge: ALEVIN v0.5.1. Even though the source files seem correct, there are a few 

problems trying to build this version only using the files from the Sourceforge page. Here 

is an overview of all the necessary things that must be done to be able to install the software 

correctly: 

- Download and install Java JDK 1.7 [14] 

- Download and install ANT 1.8.4 [15] 

- Download static libraries (JUNG2 2.0.1 [16], Batik 1.7 [17], MuLaViTo 0.9 [18], Junit 

4.5 [19]) and place them adequately in the source files 

- Download and install GLPK 4.65 [20] and Libglpk 1.7 (static and dynamic libraries, 

[21]) 

- Load Canberra module 

- Modify both build.xml from the ALEVIN source files and from MuLaViTo-src.zip 

- Comment/uncomment the code in the LpSolver.java class 

- Add ILP-LP-MODELS to the base directory 

- Build ALEVIN with ANT 

Since this software was created almost a decade ago, not to mention the fact that the 

source files are incomplete, the process of installing ALEVIN is not trivial. In fact, it is 

particularly challenging, especially due to compatibility issues between libraries. For 

example, an ANT version superior to 1.9 must be ran by a Java JDK 1.8+, but these 

versions are not compatible with ALEVIN because the graphical interface appears to have 

problems. Having to modify XML buildfiles or adding libraries which do not figure in the 

software requirements are amongst many other problems which come up during the 

process. That is why I have created a document with the detailed procedure followed to be 

able to correctly install ALEVIN v0.5.1 inside the Ubuntu machine. 

It is particularly important to mention that it is not possible to build this version 

completely only using the files from Sourceforge, since a folder called ILP-LP-

MODELS with .dat files is missing. I managed to add it to the source files because one of 

the developers (Xavier Hesselbach) provided it to me.  

For more information about the ALEVIN v0.5.1 installation, see the first section of ANNEX 

I: Procedure to install and build ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

3.1.3. ALEVIN v2.2 

The process to install ALEVIN v2.2 is similar to the one used for version v0.5.1, but with 

some slight changes. The building itself is a bit easier and there are not missing files, 

meaning it is possible to fully build this version from the Sourceforge files. Despite 

this, there are also some problems which make the installation quite challenging. Some of 

the problems are library related, because only adding the libraries stated in the software 

requirements is not enough to be able to compile the program. There are also code errors 
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in some .java files, and the build.xml file must be modified to find the libraries and not try 

to download some files from broken Internet links. These are the main things that must be 

done in order to install ALEVIN v2.2 correctly: 

- Download and install Java JDK 1.7 

- Download and install ANT 1.8.4 

- Download static libraries (Batik 1.5 [22], Apache Commons CLI 1.4 [23], Jung2 2.0.1, 

Junit 4.11 [24], JSC [25], stax-utils [26]) and place them adequately in the source files 

- Add the rt.jar from Java JDK to the /lib directory 

- Download and install GLPK 4.65 and Libglpk 1.7 (static and dynamic libraries) 

- Load Canberra module 

- Modify the build.xml 

- Modify code in the class /src/tests/AlgorithmEvaluation.java 

- Set the LC_NUMERIC and LANGUAGE from locale to US English 

For more information about the ALEVIN v2.2 installation, see the second part of ANNEX 

I: Procedure to install and build ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

 

3.2. Tests 

This part contains all the tests and evaluations of the most relevant features from both 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2, the results of which are detailed at ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 

and v2.2 features tests. As previously explained (Section 1.8, Deviations from initial plan), 

due to the number of bugs in version v2.2, an evaluation had to be made to decide what 

version was more adequate to work on. For the reasons also mentioned, the evaluation 

was deeper and more detailed for ALEVIN v2.2, where more features were tested.  

For ALEVIN v0.5.1, the tested features are: 

• Algorithms 

• Metrics 

On the other hand, the features tested in ALEVIN v2.2 are: 

• Algorithms (2 different scenarios) 

• Metrics 

• Constraints generator 

• Scenario generator 

o Scenario Wizard 

o Scenario Wizard (Multiple algorithms) 

• Scenario importers/exporters 

 

The algorithms were tested using two simple network scenarios: 
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Figure 3.1: Scenario 1 
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Figure 3.2: Scenario 2 

 

*link values in Mbps, node values in number of CPU cycles 

 

Scenario 1 was used to execute every algorithm of both versions. The objective of this test 

was to identify the algorithms with code errors (those throwing Java Exceptions), without 

considering the actual mapping, just analysing if they could complete the mapping or not. 

The second scenario was only used to test ALEVIN v2.2 algorithms. It is a more complex 

scenario, and in this case the mapping was considered to evaluate the behaviour of each 

algorithm, but always taking for granted that the code and logic of the algorithms is correct. 

After carrying out the two tests, the conclusion is that most of the algorithms work well 

on both versions, only having problems with the Dijkstra algorithm and minor bugs in the 

others which do not prevent them from mapping the Virtual Networks. 

To test the metrics, the scenario 2 was loaded into both versions, and an algorithm was 

executed to have mappings. Then, each metric was executed separately to identify the 

ones throwing Java exceptions. 
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For ALEVIN v2.2, three extra features were also tested: scenario wizard, scenario wizard 

using multiple algorithms and constraints generator. These features are part of the 

automatic network scenario generator, which provides the possibility to automatically 

generate network topologies either for the Substrate Network or Virtual Networks. The 

scenario wizard basically generates network topologies based on two parameters which 

must be set by the user: alpha and beta. Alpha is the probability of having links between 

nodes, and beta corresponds to the proportion of long links against short ones. The test of 

this feature consisted on trying different combinations of alpha and beta and analysing 

whether the results corresponded to the values set, which they indeed did.  

The scenario wizard with multiple algorithms does the same thing as the simple 

scenario generator but using different algorithm generators to achieve specific topologies 

(e.g.: Star, Ring, Fat tree, Grid, etc. (see Figure 3.3)). The results of this test were also 

positive because every algorithm generated the topology that was supposed to design. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Star, ring and grid topologies generated by scenario wizard with multiple algorithms 

   

Another feature tested was the constraints generator, which is supposed to assign 

parameters to the network elements (Substrate Network or Virtual Networks). This test 

consisted on trying to assign each of the different resources to the Substrate Network and 

doing the same thing with the demands for the Virtual Networks. Thanks to this test a lot of 

parameters which do not work could be identified.  

The last feature tested is the Scenario XML importer/exporter, which works, and provides 

the opportunity to save network scenarios as XML files to later load them into ALEVIN and 

not have to draw them every time. This feature is one of the most important ones because 

of the amount of time that can save to the user. 

The results of these tests can be found in ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features 

tests. 
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3.3. Bug fixes 

This section is a review of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs, where all the bugs of ALEVIN 

v2.2 and some solutions are explained in detail. 

3.3.1. Graphical User Interface 

3.3.1.1. Metrics menu 

In ALEVIN v2.2, the metrics dropping menu in the top left corner of the GUI does not work 

properly. The fact that there are much more metrics compared to v0.5.1 and the menu 

implementation has not changed, makes the panel with the executable metrics larger than 

the screen display. This causes that some of the metrics do not fit the screen, therefore 

they cannot be seen nor executed. In other words, these metrics become non-existent 

because of a simple screen fitting problem. 

The solution proposed for this bug is the implementation of a very intuitive tool such as 

MenuScroller. This Apache JMeter Jorphan [27] feature applied to the menu allows the user 

to scroll up or down with either the mouse scroll wheel or two arrows which are added at 

the start and end of the menu. 

This simple solution allows the execution of all metrics, whereas in version v2.2 only those 

fitting the screen could be used. 

3.3.1.2. Selection and mapping panels 

The biggest problem of ALEVIN v2.2 is the fact that neither the selection panel nor the 

mapping panel work. These elements of the GUI (See section 2.1.1) are supposed to 

display what the user selects in the networks (selection panel) and the mappings of a 

specific algorithm (mapping panel) in a tree structure, distinguishing nodes and links from 

the Substrate Network and the Virtual Networks. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Working mapping panel from ALEVIN v0.5.1 

 

The selection panel is the only way of knowing where the Virtual Network elements are 

mapped in the Substrate Network for a determined algorithm, which is the main objective 

of the software. 

To activate them, two slight code modifications must be done in vnreal.gui.GUI.java and 

vnreal.gui.mapping.MappingPanel.java respectively. After these modifications, the 

selected elements’ characteristics are displayed in the selection panel, and the mappings 
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in the selection panel. The option to click in a virtual path of the mapping panel to view the 

mappings in the display is also available. 

More details on the bug and solution can be found at section 1.1 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN 

v2.2 bugs. 

3.3.2. Dijkstra algorithm  

The Dijkstra algorithm does not work. When it is executed, messages appear at the console 

saying: “No path was found for link X”, for every link. All links are processed but not mapped, 

due to a problem in the class vnreal.algorithms.samples.SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm.java. 

More information about this bug can be found in section 2 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 

bugs. 

3.3.3. Metrics 

All the bugged metrics of ALEVIN v2.2 have a very similar problem. All metrics are 

implemented as independent Java classes, which are instantiated when the user selects 

them from the menu. This instantiation is done by calling the MetricClass.instanceOf() 

method, which is equivalent to an empty constructor call. Most of the metric classes have 

an empty constructor, but some of them do not. For these cases where an empty 

constructor does not figure in the metric class, an exception is thrown by .instanceOf(), 

because a constructor without parameters cannot be found. 

Given the fact that to execute a metric no parameters must be set by the user, there is no 

need to have parameters in any of the metric class constructors. Therefore, an empty 

constructor can be added to every class which does not have one, but then another 

problem appears: the parameters which every metric class received via constructor will no 

longer have their corresponding values assigned. A way to provide these parameters to 

the metric classes must be figured so that their implementation is not affected. The 4.3.2. 

subsections are groups of metrics which have the same parameters in the constructor, 

therefore the solution is common. 

3.3.3.1. Running time 

The following metrics have the algorithm running time as a parameter of the constructor, 

which is supposed to be provided externally: 

• runningTimePerMappedVN 

• Runtime 

• RuntimeWithoutPartitioning 

The objective is to provide the running time to these metric classes without having it as a 

parameter in the constructor. As expected, the running time of the executed algorithm is 

not calculated anywhere in the code, so the first step of this solution is to obtain the time 

that it takes to complete the mappings whenever an algorithm is executed. 

After knowing such running time, the value must be provided to each of the three metric 

classes so that they can work with it as if it had been provided as an argument of the 

constructor. 

The detailed solution is at section 3.2 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs. 
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3.3.3.2. IsPathSplitting 

The following metrics have the boolean isPathSplitting parameter in the constructor, which 

indicates whether the executed algorithm used the path splitting method or not: 

• CostRevenue 

• CostRevTimesMappedRev 

• MappedRevenue 

• RatioMappedRevenue 

• RevenueCost 

• TotalRevenue 

• tempCostRevenue 

The procedure to solve the bug of this group of metrics is the same as the running time. 

First, figure out the way to know whether the executed algorithm used path splitting, and 

then provide the Boolean value to each metric class without needing a parameter in the 

constructor. When all the previous is accomplished, an empty constructor can be added to 

every class so that the MetricClass.instanceOf() finds a constructor without parameters 

and the metric can be instantiated successfully. 

The detailed solution for this group of metrics is at section 3.3 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2. 

3.3.3.3. MetricsCounter 

There is a group of metrics which have a MetricsCounter Counter parameter in their 

constructor, which means the instanceOf() also causes the constructor error: 

• AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• AvgMessagesReceived 

• AvgMessagesSent 

• NumberOfMessages 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsLevel 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsSize 

This error can be solved like the running time and isPathSplitting problems, but is not fixed 

in this project due to the complexity of the MetricsCounter and related classes. Having 

commented sections of the code and being the latest metrics to be added to ALEVIN makes 

these classes hard to analyse and prone to be incomplete. 

3.3.3.4. Memory Usage 

JVMMemoryUsageBM and OSMemoryUsageMB are the two metrics in the memory usage 

group, which provide the amount of memory being used by ALEVIN. Their respective Java 

classes are not completed because of an incorrect java.lang.Thread implementation. The 

solution to fix this error is to try to add the missing methods to achieve a correct Thread 

implementation. More information in section 3.5 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs. 
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3.3.4. Constraints 

A lot of the constraints, which are all the parameter types that can be assigned to the 

network elements (resources or demands), do not work on ALEVIN v2.2. Even though no 

solution is proposed to this problem due to the difficulty of the solutions, the bug is 

explained, and it resembles the metrics bugs: a constructor mismatch. In this case the 

metrics must have a constructor with a specific parameter, which many of them do not have. 

Because of the problem being in the constraint classes, the two alternatives to assign 

parameters to the networks are bugged: the constraints generator and the manual 

assignation. 

More information about this bug can be found at section 4 of ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 

bugs. 

 

3.4. Manual for developers 

The fact that ALEVIN is a modular program, which means that additional algorithms, 

constraints, or metrics can be added like simple “modules” without having to change barely 

any “backbone” code, makes it a very scalable and an interesting software. As explained 

in section 1.6.1, one of the objectives for the initial 2010 ALEVIN project was to make a 

software with the possibility to add new features as simple modules, so that the community 

would be able to add new algorithms and features easily.  

This ALEVIN characteristic and the fact that I had already dived into the code to try to solve 

some of its bugs, made me realize that writing a manual so that future users could add 

extra algorithms, constraints and metrics would be a great contribution. 

This manual is divided in three main sections: addition of a new resource/demand pair 

(constraints), addition of new metrics, and addition of new algorithms. The first section 

goes over the procedure to add new constraints, which is basically creating two classes, 

one for the resource (parameter for the Substrate Network) and one for the demand 

(parameter for the Virtual Networks). 

The second section explains how to add new metrics, which can be also accomplished by 

creating just one Java class and is the simplest element to add to ALEVIN. 

The third section explains the procedure to add a new algorithm. This is the most complex 

element to add to ALEVIN because a total of four Java classes must be implemented: 

• Generic class: encapsulates the whole algorithm, managing both node and link 

mappings 

• Node mapping class: where the logic of the node mapping is implemented 

• Link mapping class: where the logic of the link mapping is implemented  

• Wizard class: where the settings panel pre-execution is implemented using Java 

Swing 

After the classes are created, a few modifications must be done to some inner classes to 

add the algorithm to the GUI. 

The manual can be found at ANNEX IV: Manual for developers. 
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4. Results 

The type of results obtained with this project are not numerical nor empirical, but awareness 

and knowledge about ALEVIN. After having worked with each version, a lot of information 

about the software has been gathered to evaluate its performance and quality, which has 

been useful to: 

• Download and install versions v0.5.1 and v2.2 

• Test and evaluate both versions 

• Identify, understand, and solve ALEVIN v2.2 bugs 

• Document the achievements in four different annexes, creating useful manuals for 

future uses (Installation manual, Tests and Features Condition, Bugs and Fixes, 

and Manual for Developers) 

Apart from these results which are further detailed at the annexes, all the learned 

characteristics of ALEVIN have also been useful to create a new ALEVIN version (v2.3) as 

well as Ubuntu environments with the necessary software tools to build the different 

existing versions and be able to work with them successfully.  

This section goes over the main achievements/results of the thesis, keeping in mind that 

each sub-section is already laid out at its respective annex. 

4.1. ALEVIN installation 

In this thesis a successful installation of ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 has been achieved. As 

explained in section 3, the process is not trivial and can be challenging to a person who is 

not familiarized with software building, XML files or Java exceptions. For this reason, the 

fact that both Sourceforge public versions of ALEVIN have been successfully built in 

Ubuntu machines and can be correctly worked with can be conceived as a great result. In 

addition, the process has been documented in a 9-page step by step “manual” where the 

potential errors are solved, the way to form a healthy environment to host ALEVIN is taught 

and the user can understand the reason why each step is done. 

The ALEVIN versions are built in the Ubuntu machines explained at section 4.5. 

4.2. Tests and evaluation 

The tests on ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests help provide an overall 

evaluation of both ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2. The most important features are put to test by 

simulating basic operations such as graphic scenario generation and edition, algorithm and 

metric execution and network topology importation/exportation.  

ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests can be perceived as a “validation” 

document, where each specific feature (e.g. metric, algorithm) is evaluated and classified 

by OK/NOK if it works properly or does not have a correct behaviour. This can be very 

useful, because almost all the errors and bugs of v0.5.1 and v2.2 are listed and make the 

annex a valuable source of information when working with the software. These are the 

different tested features, which have been classified into OK/NOK:  
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ALEVIN v0.5.1: 

• Algorithms (10 OK / 1 NOK) 

• Metrics (7 OK / 7 NOK) 

ALEVIN v2.2: 

• Algorithms (2 different scenarios, 14 OK / 1 NOK) 

• Metrics (46  OK / 17 NOK) 

• Constraints generator (10 parameter types OK /  11 NOK) 

• Scenario generator 

o Scenario Wizard (OK) 

o Scenario Wizard with Multiple algorithms (OK) 

• Scenario importers/exporters (XML OK) 

 

This analysis leads to the conclusion that both versions have very useful features and are 

very intuitive and simple to use, but have a lot of specific network parameters/metrics which 

do not work properly. Nevertheless, the structure of ALEVIN is well designed as a modular 

software, and the scenario modification, mapping and overall user experience are 

successfully implemented. 

 

4.3. Bug analysis and solutions 

A particularly important section of this thesis, and maybe the hardest is the analysis of the 

bugs found and listed at ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests. While this 

annex is only a list which classifies each feature in OK/NOK, the bug analysis is an 

“investigation” of each specific error, looking for code errors and bad implementations to 

find the root cause of each bug. For those whose solution is relatively achievable, a way to 

solve the bug is explained as well as implemented in ALEVIN v2.2 to create v2.3 (See 

section 4.4).  

The analysed bugs are: 

o Dijkstra algorithm 

o Metrics which use the MetricsCounter type 

o Memory usage metrics 

o Network parameters (constraints) 

The analysed + solved bugs are:  

• Graphical User Interface 

o Metrics menu 

o Selection and mapping panels 

• Several analysis metrics 
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Figure 4.1: Display of the mapping of a virtual path onto the substrate network from v2.3, an essential feature 
not available on v2.2 

 All the bugs and solutions are detailed at ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs. 

4.4. ALEVIN v2.3 

Using all the bug fixes mentioned in section 3.3, ALEVIN v2.3 is created. This is an 

unofficial version which contains many fixed features of ALEVIN v2.2: 

• Fixed Graphical User Interface 

o Metrics menu 

o Selection panel 

o Mapping panel 

• Fixed metrics: 

o Runtime 

o RuntimeWithoutPartitioning 

o runningTimePerMappedVN 

o CostRevenue 

o CostRevTimesMappedRev 

o MappedRevenue 

o RatioMappedRevenue 

o RevenueCost 

o TotalRevenue 

o tempCostRevenue 

o AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

o AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

o AvgMessagesReceived 

o AvgMessagesSent 

o NumberOfMessages 

o SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

o SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsLevel 

o SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

o SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsSize 

o JVMMemoryUsageBM 

o OSMemoryUsageMB 
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The fact that so many features are bugged in version 2.2 make the software almost 
impossible to work with, therefore the objective of version 2.3 is to fix the most important 
errors so that the version becomes useful again. The most important upgrade is the fact 
that the GUI is fixed, making it possible to display the mappings in the mapping panel and 
the ability to view the mappings in the graphical network topologies. Apart from this huge 
update, version v2.3 also has several fixed metrics which do not at v2.2. All the bug 
solutions and their respective implementations into ALEVIN v2.3 are explained at ANNEX 
III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs.  

The building of this version is identical to version v2.2, that is why the installation of this 
specific v2.3 version is not detailed at ANNEX I: Procedure to install and build ALEVIN 
v0.5.1 and v2.2. 

 

4.5. Ubuntu virtual machines 

All three ALEVIN versions mentioned in this project (v0.5.1, v2.2 and v2.3) have been  
successfully installed and built into three different Ubuntu Virtual Machines, which serve as 
environment to work with any of the versions. The procedure to install each version is in 
ANNEX I: Procedure to install and build ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2, keeping in mind that 
v2.3 is actually v2.2 with some bug fixes, therefore the installation is the same as ALEVIN 
v2.2. The only difference is that there is the extra library Jorphan which is needed for the 
metrics menu scroller (See section 3.3.1.1) 

The characteristics of the Virtual Machines are: 

- Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 64-bit 
- 10 Gb of a dynamic VirtualBox Disk Image 
- 2048 Mb of base Memory 
- 1 CPU 

The reason of these parameters is explained at section 3.1.1. 

Apart from the system parameters, it is also worth to mention that the Java JDK 7 is 
installed on the machines. 

Each machine contains the ALEVIN files under the /home/$USER directory. To execute it, 
there is an executable file on each Desktop, which only by double-clicking it should open 
the corresponding version. To execute it from a terminal, go to the source files (cd 
/home/$USER/{folder with ALEVIN files}) and type java -Djava.library.path=/home/ 
$USER/glpk/lib/jni -jar ALEVIN.jar.  
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5. Budget 

Considering a junior engineer cost of 15 euros per hour: 

 

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 16 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 ∗ 30 
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
∗ 15 

€

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
=  7200 €  

 

Hardware:  

• Computer = 300 €  

Software: 

None of the software used in this thesis requires a paid license for professional 
use, therefore there is no software cost. 

The total cost of the project is: 

𝑇𝑐 = 7200 + 300 = 7500 €   
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6. Conclusions and future development  

6.1. State of ALEVIN 

ALEVIN is a powerful software developed by network engineering doctors, who know 

exactly what the necessities of the industry are. This knowledge is reflected on how it is 

designed and the features included, making it very intuitive and certainly easy to work with. 

The concept is remarkably simple: design the network topologies, execute an algorithm, 

and analyse the output with the help of metrics and graphic representation of the mappings. 

The fact that the software does not have many complex features makes the learning 

process much quicker and allows any user to take advantage of almost all the features 

since the first use. I think this characteristic is exceptional when it comes to applications 

and software because users will become experienced faster and less resources will have 

to be dedicated on learning how the tool works.  

Behind its simplicity, ALEVIN offers a wide range of mapping algorithms which can be used 

to test any network scenario. The mathematical theory behind some of the algorithms is 

enormously complex, and it is certainly a great achievement to have successfully 

implemented such computational problems.   

6.1.1. Modularity 

Another great characteristic of this tool is its modularity. The fact that algorithms and other 

ALEVIN features are independent from the backbone code, and are relatively easy to 

couple to the application, make it a hugely scalable tool. The best applications are 

developed in a way that the different parts of the software are like “pieces”. Just like a 

machine, these pieces can be repaired, updated, and even changed for better ones. The 

core structure of the software does not change, but there are a lot of possibilities to upgrade 

its performance. ALEVIN is the perfect example of a modular software and can profit from 

other researchers from the community who may want to implement new mapping 

algorithms or maybe adapt it to their own needs. 

6.1.2. Weaknesses 

Like any other software, ALEVIN has many strong points, but also weak ones. Besides all 

the good characteristics, this thesis has made me find some weaknesses. For example, 

the presence of a lot of bugs in all the public versions, which make the experience rather 

annoying. A lot of metrics from each version do not work, as well as some algorithm 

features. The Graphical User Interface has also many bugs, and the Java Swing 

implementation (panels, text boxes, titles, etc.) is not fully polished.  

Another remarkable problem is that the libraries required to compile and build ALEVIN have 

compatibility issues with the Java Development Kit, which means that every year will be 

harder to get the correct versions and eventually it will be impossible to build ALEVIN with 

obsolete libraries or Java JDK. This is obviously a common building problem, which can be 

solved by updating the code sections on which the libraries are required so that newer 

releases are also compatible. 

6.1.3. Software environment 

In this thesis three environments have been created, in which the three respective ALEVIN 

versions seem to work decently (not perfect). Despite the environments being Ubuntu, the 
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same versions have been run successfully in Windows environments with a few dynamic 

library modifications and have also worked properly. The version v0.5.1 is the simplest, 

with very few metrics and basic algorithms which allow to perform network mappings, as 

well as providing some useful tools to analyse the results. On the other hand, version v2.2 

provides some extra algorithms and a lot of metrics to expand ALEVIN’s capabilities, as 

well as some tools to facilitate the user experience such as new scenario importers or 

generators. 

6.1.4. Conclusion on ALEVIN 

The conclusion is that ALEVIN is an extremely useful tool which can be helpful on many 

situations of the network engineering industry. Its simplicity makes it very practical and 

easy to use, which is an especially important quality. But the condition of the source files 

and the number of bugs found on every public version published at Sourceforge, prevent 

both ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 from reaching an acceptable minimum quality and make them 

impossible to work with. That is why a new unofficial version is created in this project (v2.3), 

to try to reach a minimum quality so that the user does not get as much errors in the console 

and can successfully use most of the features. Apart from trying to fix these bugs, it seemed 

a good idea to document the main errors of each version, which are listed in the ANNEX 

II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests. 

6.2. Use recommendations 

For an easy installation and use, it is recommended to build it in an Ubuntu machine 

following the steps provided in the installation manual (ANNEX I), paying attention to the 

differences between versions v0.5.1 and v2.2. Most of the problems come from the libraries, 

which can have compatibility issues: take special attention to the names and make sure all 

of them figure in the build.xml with their exact names. There is also an alternative if there 

are problems in the Linux machine, which is building ALEVIN in a Windows computer. With 

the help of an IDE like Eclipse and the ANT software, the process should be similar to the 

one used in Ubuntu and the result is also successful. 

6.3. Future development 

Far from reaching its full potential, ALEVIN v2.3 is also a “symbolic” step to show how its 

main errors can be fixed and point to the right direction if anyone in the future wants to 

upgrade it or maybe even expand the application. This is also the reason of creating the 

two manuals (installation and procedure to add new features), and the reason which at the 

start of the project made me realize that the right approach for this thesis had to be to learn 

as much as possible about the software, and use the knowledge to facilitate the work of 

future users. Thanks to the manuals, the process of understanding how to install ALEVIN 

and its most basic characteristics are much easier to learn, therefore the introduction to the 

tool is accelerated. 

6.4. Personal acquirements 

From an educational perspective, this project has provided me the opportunity to navigate 

through the work of experienced doctors on network engineering, and to see how a concept 

like Virtual Network Embedding is shaped into a software application. In addition to the 

theoretical concepts acquired, I have also learned useful things about Ubuntu, software 

distributions and of course software development (Java) which I think will be great for my 

professional career. Overall, this thesis has been a difficult but rewarding challenge. 
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ANNEX I: Procedure to install and build ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 

This annex contains the procedure to install ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 in Ubuntu machines. 

All the ALEVIN versions have been installed in Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS 64-bit VirtualBox machines. 
These Ubuntu machines have 2048MB of base memory and 10GB of VirtualBox Disk Image with 
dynamic storage. 

 

ALEVIN v0.5.1: 

1. Download and install Java JDK 1.7: 

1.1 Download the file jdk-7u80-linux-x64.tar.gz from 

https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/javase7-archive-

downloads.html 

1.2 Open a terminal and type cd /Downloads to go to the Downloads directory 

where the downloaded file is. 

1.3 Type tar -zxvf jdk-7u80-linux-x64.tar.gz to unpack the file. This creates a new 

file called jdk1.7.0_80. 

1.4 Type sudo mv jdk1.7.0_80 /usr/lib/jvm to move the file to /usr/lib/jvm. 

1.5 Type sudo update-alternatives --install “/usr/bin/java” “java” 

“/usr/lib/jvm/jdk1.7.0_80/bin/java” 1 to register the Java executable. 

1.6 Repeat the last command but instead of java use javac, javaws, jar, and 

Javadoc. This registers their executables. 

E.g: sudo update-alternatives –install “/usr/bin/javac” “javac” 

“/usr/lib/jvm/jdk1.7.0_80/bin/javac” 1 

1.7 If there were any other Java JDK installed in the computer, the sudo update-

alternatives --config java/javac/javaws/jar/javadoc command would have to 

be used to choose between versions. 

1.8 Set JAVA_HOME by going to the home directory (cd) and typing sudo 

gedit .bashrc to edit the .bashrc file. Once the file is open, add the following 

line at the end of it: export JAVA_HOME=”/usr/lib/jvm/jdk1.7.0_80”. Save the 

file and close it. Close the terminal and open another one. To make sure the 

JAVA_HOME is correctly set, type echo $JAVA_HOME. 

 

2. Download and install ANT 1.8.4: 

This software will be used to build ALEVIN using the build.xml. It is very important 

to download a version which is compatible with Java JDK 7. 

 
2.1 Download the file apache-ant-1.8.4-bin.tar.gz from 

https://archive.apache.org/dist/ant/binaries/ 

2.2 Open a terminal, go to the Downloads file (cd /Downloads) and type tar xvfvz 

apache-ant-1.8.4-bin.tar.gz. This will create the file apache-ant-1.8.4. 

2.3 Move this file to the “/opt/ant” directory: sudo mv apache-ant-1.8.4 /opt/ant  

2.4 Type sudo sh -c ‘echo ANT_HOME=/opt/ant >> /etc/environment’ to set the 

environment variable ANT_HOME. You can also set it in the .bashrc like 

JAVA_HOME. 

2.5 Type sudo ln -s /opt/ant/bin/ant /usr/bin/ant. To check if the installation 

worked, type ant -version. 

https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/javase7-archive-downloads.html
https://www.oracle.com/java/technologies/javase/javase7-archive-downloads.html
https://archive.apache.org/dist/ant/binaries/
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3. Download and build ALEVINv0.5.1 

3.1 Download source files from https://sourceforge.net/projects/alevin/files/v0.5.1/ 

3.2 Unpack the downloaded zip with the source files and put the new folder in the 

/home directory. 

3.3 Load Canberra by typing sudo apt install libcanberra-gtk-module 

libcanberra-gtk3-module. 

3.4 Download the following libraries (requirements from the README): 

• JUNG2 2.0.1 (jung2-2_0_1.zip, 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-

2_0_1.zip/download) 

• Batik 1.7 (batik-1.7.zip, 

https://archive.apache.org/dist/xmlgraphics/batik/) 

• MuLaViTo 0.9 (MuLaViTo-src.zip, 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/mulavito/files/v0.9/) 

• Junit 4.5 (junit-4.5.jar, 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/junit/files/junit/4.5/) 

3.5 Modify the name of jung2-2_0_1.zip to jung2.zip. 

3.6 Put jung2.zip and batik-1.7.zip inside MuLaViTo-src.zip, and then move the file 

to /home/ALEVIN-src. Put junit-4.5.jar in /home/ALEVIN-src. 

3.7 After having done all the previous, ANT can be run to build the program. Go to 

/home/ALEVIN-src (cd /home/ALEVIN-src) and type ant. The file ALEVIN.jar 

is created, and to run the program you must type java -jar ALEVIN.JAR. It may 

seem everything is fine, but in fact there are a few things missing. If an algorithm 

which uses Linear Programming solving is executed, an exception is thrown 

saying the program cannot find the directory ILP-LP-MODELS. This directory is 

supposed to contain essential LP datafiles. Given the fact that the source files 

do not generate this directory, the conclusion is that it is not possible to build 

ALEVIN v0.5.1 correctly using only the source files from Sourceforge. To 

make the program work, this file must be added externally. 

3.8 After the ILP-LP-MODELS has been added to /home/ALEVIN-src, there is still 

an exception thrown with the algorithms which use LP solving: a problem with 

the glpk-java library and the file LpSolver.java. The GLPK library was not in the 

software requirements but turns out to be essential for several algorithms. To 

download it is not as easy as the other libraries because its dynamic libraries 

must be executed on run time. Here is how GLPK must be installed to be able 

to run ALEVIN correctly (http://glpk-java.sourceforge.net/gettingStarted.html): 

3.8.1 Install glpk-4.65.tar.gz from https://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/glpk/ 

3.8.2 Install libglpk-java-1.7.0.tar.gz from https://sourceforge.net/projects/ 

glpk-java/files/glpk-java/. Be careful because there can be 

incompatibilities between the Java Compiler and the GLPK version. 

Always choose a version which can work with the JDK installed. 

3.8.3 Create the directory /home/$USER/src by typing mkdir -p 

/home/$USER/src in a terminal. Place the two downloaded files in it. 

3.8.4 Go to the folder (cd /home/$USER/src) and extract the files: 

- tar -xzf glpk-4.65.tar.gz 

- tar -xzf libglpk-java-1.7.0.tar.gz 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/alevin/files/v0.5.1/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-2_0_1.zip/download
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-2_0_1.zip/download
https://archive.apache.org/dist/xmlgraphics/batik/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/mulavito/files/v0.9/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/junit/files/junit/4.5/
http://glpk-java.sourceforge.net/gettingStarted.html
https://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/glpk/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/%20glpk-java/files/glpk-java/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/%20glpk-java/files/glpk-java/
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This will create two files: glpk-4.65 and libglpk-java-1.7.0. 

3.8.5 Install required tools to build GLPK: sudo apt-get install libtool swig 

build-essential 

3.8.6 Build and install GLPK: 

- cd /home/$USER/src/glpk-4.65 

- ./configure --prefix=/home/$USER/glpk 

- make -j6 

- make check 

- make install 

3.8.7 Build and install GLPK for Java: 

- cd /home/$USER/src/libglpk-java-1.7.0 

- export CPPFLAGS=-I/home/$USER/glpk/include 

- export SWIGFLAGS=-I/home/$USER/glpk/include 

- export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/home/$USER/glpk/lib 

- ./configure –prefix=/home/$USER/glpk 

- make 

- make check 

- make install 

- unset CPPFLAGS 

- unset SWIGFLAGS 

 

3.8.8 The .jar file is in /home/$USER/glpk/share/java/glpk-java-1.7.0.jar. This 

file must be copied to /home/ALEVIN-src and renamed as glpk-

java.jar so that the build.xml finds it. The dynamic libraries 

(libglpk_java.so, libglpk_java.so.40 and libglpk_java.so.40.1.0) are at 

/home/$USER/glpk/lib/jni. When executing ALEVIN, the library path will 

have to be set by adding the parameter -

Djava.library.path=”/home/$USER/glpk/lib/jni”. 

3.9 Comment the line <exclude name=”vnreal/algorithms/utils/LpSolver.java” /> in 

the target “compile” of ALEVIN-src/build.xml. This allows the compilation of the 

file LpSolver.java. 

3.10 Add the library paths to the ALEVIN-src/build.xml (compile target): 

 
They must also be added in the <manifest>.  

3.11 Uncomment the code of the method public void solve in the class ALEVIN-

src/src/vnreal/algorithms/utils/LpSolver.java. Comment the AssertionError 

which automatically threw this method: 
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3.12 Now, if you run ANT from the /home/ALEVIN-src directory, everything is 

compiled correctly and the file ALEVIN.jar is generated. 

 

4. Execution: 

To run Alevin v0.5.1, open a terminal, go to the Alevin directory with the cd 

command, and type java -Djava.library.path=”/home/$USER/glpk/lib/jni” -jar 

ALEVIN.jar. 

This Djava.library.path is the directory where the dynamic GLPK libraries are. If they 

are moved, this path must be updated. 

 

ALEVIN v2.2: 

1. Download and install Java JDK 7: 

See section 1 of ALEVINv0.5.1 installation. 

2. Download and install ANT 1.8.4: 

See section 2 of ALEVINv0.5.1 installation. 

3. Download and build ALEVINv2.2: 

3.1 Download source files from https://sourceforge.net/projects/alevin/files/v2.2/ 

3.2 Extract the files of the downloaded zip, creating the alevin-src_v2.2 folder. I 

put it in the /home directory. 

3.3 Load Canberra, by typing sudo apt install libcanberra-gtk-module 

libcanberra-gtk3-module. 

3.4 Set the LC_NUMERIC and LANGUAGE from locale to US English so that the 

source files can generate correctly the Linear Programming models. This is 

done by typing sudo gedit .bashrc and adding the following two lines at the 

end of the document: 

- export LANGUAGE=”en_US” 

- export LC_NUMERIC=”en_US.UTF-8” 

3.5 Download and place in /home/alevin-src_v2.2/lib the following libraries 

(requirements from the README + jsc + stax-utils + rt.jar): 

• Batik 1.5 (Batik.jar, https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/batik/batik/1.5) 

• Apache Commons CLI 1.4 (commons-cli-1.4.jar, 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/commons-cli/commons-cli/1.4) 

• Jung2 2.0.1 (JUNG2.jar 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-

2_0_1.zip/download) 

• Junit 4.11 (junit-4.11.jar, 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/junit/junit/4.11) 

• jsc.jar (https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/jsc/jsc/1.0) 

• stax-utils.jar (https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/net.java.dev.stax-

utils/stax-utils/20070216) 

• rt.jar 

• GLPK 1.7 (glpk-java.jar, see section 4.7 of ALEVIN v0.5.1 building) 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/alevin/files/v2.2/
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/batik/batik/1.5
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/commons-cli/commons-cli/1.4
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-2_0_1.zip/download
https://sourceforge.net/projects/jung/files/jung/jung-2.0.1/jung2-2_0_1.zip/download
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/junit/junit/4.11
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/jsc/jsc/1.0
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/net.java.dev.stax-utils/stax-utils/20070216
https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/net.java.dev.stax-utils/stax-utils/20070216
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The build.xml tries to get a few of them from the web, but because most of the 

links are broken, it must be done manually. The rt.jar library can be found in 

/usr/lib/jvm/jre/lib/rt.jar. 

 

3.6 When all the libraries are placed in the /lib directory, some changes in the 

build.xml must be made. The “compile” target contains all the paths to find the 

libraries during compilation. It must be updated so that it matches the libraries 

in the /lib directory, obtaining something like: 

 

 
 

At the “init” target, the <manifest> must also be updated correspondingly to 

match the libraries. 

 

3.7 After having added all the necessary libraries, ANT must be run. Go to the 

alevin-src_v2.2 file (cd /home/$USER/alevin-src_v2.2) and type ant. After 

trying to compile the all the files, you get three errors from the 

AlgorithmEvaluation.java file, similar to:  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Compilation errors 
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To fix them, go to this Java file and change their declaration so that they are 

final. 

After changing these variables, ANT should be able to compile and build 

everything correctly. 

 

4. Execution: 

To run Alevin v2.2, open a terminal, go to the Alevin directory with the cd command, 

and type java -Djava.library.path=”/home/$USER/glpk/lib/jni” -jar ALEVIN.jar. 

This Djava.library.path is the directory where the dynamic GLPK libraries are. If they 

are moved, this path must be updated. 
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ANNEX II: ALEVIN v0.5.1 and v2.2 features tests 

This document contains several tests to check the condition of the most important features 

in ALEVIN. For ALEVIN v0.5.1, only the algorithms and analysis metrics are tested, 

whereas for ALEVIN v2.2 more features are tested. 

 

1. Algorithm tests:  

 

Scenario 1: 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Scenario 1 

 

*link values in Mbps, node values in number of CPU cycles 
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Mapping: 

An example of output if the algorithm execution is correct could be:  

 

 

Figure 6.3: Mapping example 

This is what ALEVIN displays to show the mapping: 

 

 

Figure 6.4: ALEVIN display of a mapping 

 

Figure 6.5: Mapping panel 
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Algorithm execution on ALEVIN v0.5: 

 

OK = the mapping is completed without errors 

NOK = the mapping cannot be completed due to an error 

 

1) Simple Dijkstra       NOK 

Error: No path found for VirtualLink(x)@x (for each Virtual Link) 

 

2) Greedy Available and K-Shortest Paths    OK 

Settings: No distance considered + No node overload considered (normal 

algorithm) 

 

3) Greedy Available and Path Splitting    OK  

 

4) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with Path Splitting OK  

 

Settings used (4 different executions): 

o Maximum Distance = 100; Type of algorithm = Deterministic 

o Maximum Distance = 100; Type of algorithm = Randomized 

o Maximum Distance = 1; Type of algorithm = Deterministic (does not map 

due to the maximum distance condition, see algorithm Greedy Available 

and K-Shortest Paths) 

o Maximum Distance = 1; Type of algorithm = Randomized (does not map 

due to the maximum distance condition, see algorithm Greedy Available 

and K-Shortest Paths) 

 

5) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with K-Shortest Paths  OK  

6) Coordinated Node Mapping with Rounding PathStripping Link Mapping    OK  

7) Basic VN         OK 

8) Basic VN Link Stress       OK 

9) Subgraph Isomorphism       OK 

10) Advanced Subgraph Isomorphism     OK 

11) Optimal Mappings Algorithm      OK 

 

Observations: 

 

• Sometimes a java.lang.AssertionError appears. When this happens, ALEVIN must 

be rebooted. 
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Figure 6.6: Display of the Java.lang.AssertionError in the ALEVIN console 

 

• The “Node Overload” option of the algorithms does not allow the mapping of more 

than one node into the same Substrate Node. 

• The “Distance considered” feature, which pretends to use the distance between the 

Virtual Nodes and the Substrate nodes to restrict node mappings does not work on 

most algorithms.  

• Algorithms 3, 4, 5 and 6 (which need Linear Programming solutions) do not work if 

the GLPK dynamic libraries are not correctly installed on the system. In Windows, 

add glpk_4_44.dll and glpk_4_44_java.dll to C:\Windows\System32 (directory 

where Windows looks for the dynamic libraries). In Linux make sure the 

Djava.library.path points where the .so files are placed. 
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Algorithm execution on ALEVIN v2.2: 

 

OK = the mapping is completed without errors 

NOK = the mapping cannot be completed due to an error 

 

 

1) Simple Dijkstra       NOK 

Error: No path found for VirtualLink(x)@x (for each Virtual Link) 

 

2) Greedy Available and K-Shortest Paths    OK 

Settings: No distance considered + No node overload considered (normal 

algorithm) 

 

3) Available Resources and Path Splitting    OK  

4) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with Path Splitting OK  

Settings used (4 different executions): 

o Maximum Distance = 100; Type of algorithm = Deterministic 

o Maximum Distance = 100; Type of algorithm = Randomized 

o Maximum Distance = 1; Type of algorithm = Deterministic (does not map 

due to the maximum distance condition) 

o Maximum Distance = 1; Type of algorithm = Randomized (does not map 

due to the maximum distance condition) 

 

5) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with K-Shortest Paths  OK 

6) Coordinated Node Mapping with Rounding PathStripping Link Mapping  OK  

7) Node Ranking with Shortest Paths     OK 

8) Node Ranking with Path Splitting     OK 

9) BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE    OK 

10) BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE with Path Splitting OK 

11) Basic VN        OK 

12) Basic VN Link Stress      OK 

13) Subgraph Isomorphism      OK 

14) Advanced Subgraph Isomorphism    OK 

15) Optimal Mappings Algorithm     OK 

 

Observations: 

• The “Node Overload” option of the algorithms does not allow the mapping of more 

than one node into the same Substrate Node. 
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• The “Distance considered” feature, which pretends to use the distance between the 

Virtual Nodes and the Substrate nodes to restrict node mappings does not work on 

most algorithms.  

• Algorithms 3, 4, 5 and 6 (which need Linear Programming solutions) do not work if 

the GLPK dynamic libraries are not correctly installed on the system. In Windows, 

add glpk_4_47.dll and glpk_4_47_java.dll to C:\Windows\System32 (directory 

where Windows looks for the dynamic libraries). In Linux make sure the 

Djava.library.path points where the .so files are placed. 

 

 

Scenario 2 (only ALEVIN v2.2): 

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Scenario 2 

*link values in Mbps, node values in number of CPU cycles 
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Figure 6.8: ALEVIN display of the scenario 
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Algorithm execution: 

 

OK = the algorithm is executed successfully, mapping the VNs reasonably 

NOK = the algorithm does not map correctly, due to an error or an unreasonable mapping 

 

 

1) Simple Dijkstra 

● Behaviour: NOK 

● Errors: No path found for VirtualLink(x)@x (for each Virtual Link) 

● Mapping: No 

● Observations: Code sections in Java class SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm.java 

are commented . 

 

2) Greedy Available and K-Shortest Paths (k=1) 

● Behaviour: OK  

● Mapping (#1):  

 

 

Figure 6.9: Mapping #1 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate= 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

● Observations: If maximum distance is enabled, Virtual Network 3 is not 

mapped. 

 

3) Available Resources and Path Splitting 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#1):  
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Figure 6.10: Mapping #1 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

● Observations: If maximum distance is enabled, Virtual Network 3 is not 

mapped. 

 

4) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with Path Splitting (all settings 

combinations 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#1):  

 

Figure 6.11: Mapping #1 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

● Observations: Reducing the maximum distance does not change how 

Virtual Networks are mapped 

 

5) Coordinated Node and Link Mapping with K-Shortest Paths (k=1) 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#2):  
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Figure 6.12: Mapping #2 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

● Observations: Neither CPU nor BW weight features seem to change how 

the Virtual Networks are mapped. 

 

6) Coordinated Node Mapping with Rounding PathStripping Link Mapping  

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#2):  

 

 

Figure 6.13: Mapping #2 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 
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7) Node Ranking with Shortest Paths 

• Behaviour: OK 

• Mapping (#3): 

 

 

Figure 6.14: Mapping #3 

 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

 

8) Node Ranking with Path Splitting 

• Behaviour: OK 

• Mapping (#3): 

 

 

Figure 6.15: Mapping #3 

 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 
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9) BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE 

• Behaviour: OK 

• Mapping (#4): 

 

 

Figure 6.16: Mapping #4 

 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 

 

10) BFS Node Ranking Coordinated VNE 

• Behaviour: OK 

• Mapping (#4): 

 

 

Figure 6.17: Mapping #4 

 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 80,00% 
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11) Basic VN 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#5):  

 

 

Figure 6.18: Mapping #5 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 66,67% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 40% 

● Observations: Virtual Network 3 is not mapped onto the Substrate 

Network. When the algorithm is executed, no message is displayed. 

 

12) Basic VN Link Stress 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#6):  

 

 

Figure 6.19: Mapping #6 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 66,67% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 40% 

● Observations: Virtual Network 3 is not mapped onto the Substrate 

Network. When the algorithm is executed, no message is displayed. 
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13) Subgraph Isomorphism 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#7): 

 

Figure 6.20: Mapping #7 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 60% 

● Observations: When the algorithm is executed, no message is displayed. 

 

14) Advanced Subgraph Isomorphism 

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#7):  

 

Figure 6.21: Mapping #7 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 60% 

● Observations: When the algorithm is executed, no message is displayed. 
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15) Optimal Mappings Algorithm  

● Behaviour: OK 

● Mapping (#5):  

 

 

Figure 6.22: Mapping #5 

● Metrics: 

○ Acceptance rate = 100,00% 

○ Node utilization = 66,67% 

○ Link utilization = 60% 
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2. Metrics tests: 

All metrics have been tested with network scenario 2 of the algorithms test. 

 

OK = the metric returns a value 

NOK = a Java exception is thrown when the metric is executed 

 

ALEVIN v0.5 metrics:  

● AcceptedVnrRatio       OK 

● AvActiveNodeStress      OK 

● AvNodeStress       OK 

● Cost         OK 

● CostRevTimesMappedRev      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● CostRevenue       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● LinkCostPerVnr       OK 

● MappedRevenue       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● RatioMappedRevenue      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● RejectedNetworksNumber      OK 

● RemainingLinkResource      OK 

● RevenueCost       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● RunningTime       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● TotalRevenue       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 
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ALEVIN v2.2 metrics: 

● AcceptedVnrRatio       OK 

● AttemptEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio   NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● AttemptEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio   NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● AvActiveLinkStress       OK 

● AvActiveNodeStress      OK 

● AvAllPathLength       OK 

● AvLinkStress       OK 

● AvMLSSecDiffDemProv      OK 

● AvMLSSecDiffProvDem      OK 

● AvMLSSecDiffVDem      OK 

● AvMLSSecDiffVProv      OK 

● AvNodeStress       OK 

● AvPathLength       OK 

● AvSecSpreadDemProv      OK 

Exception (if there are no security parameters in the networks): 

java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN 

● AvSecSpreadProvDem      OK 

Exception (if there are no security parameters in the networks): 

java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN 

● AvgMessagesReceived      NOK  

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● AvgMessagesSent       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● Cost         OK 

● CostPerMappedNetwork      OK 

● CostRevTimesMappedRev      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● CostRevenue       OK 

● InactiveSubstrateLinks      OK 

● InactiveSubstrateNodes      OK 

● JVMMemoryUsageBM      NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN 

● LinkCostPerVnr       OK 

● LinkUtilisation       OK 

● MappedRevenue       OK 

● MaxLinkStress       OK 

● MaxMLSSecDiffDemProv      OK 

● MaxMLSSecDiffProvDem      OK 

● MaxMLSSecDiffVDem      OK 
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● MaxMLSSecDiffVProv      OK 

● MaxNodeStress       OK 

● MaxPathLength       OK 

● MaxSecSpreadDemProv      OK 

● MaxSecSpreadProvDem      OK 

● MinMLSSecDiffDemProv      OK 

● MinMLSSecDiffProvDem      OK 

● NodeUtilisation       OK 

● NumberOfEmbeddedVNets     OK 

● NumberOfMessages      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● OSMemoryUsageMB      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN 

● PowerConsumption       OK 

Exception (if there are no power parameters in the networks): 

java.lang.NullPointerException 

● RatioMappedRevenue      NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● RejectedNetworksNumber      OK 

● RemainingLinkResource      OK 

● RevenueCost       OK 

● RunningNodes       OK 

● Runtime        OK 

● RuntimeWithoutPartitioning     NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● SolelyForHopsRatio       OK  

● SolelyForwardingHops      OK  

● SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio  NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsLevel    NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio   NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsSize    NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● TotalBWDem        OK 

● TotalBWRes        OK 

● TotalCPUDem       OK 

● TotalCPURes        OK 

● TotalRevenue       NOK  

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● runningTimePerMappedVN     NOK 
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Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

● tempCostRevenue       NOK 

Exception: java.lang.InstantiationException (java.lang.NoSuchMethodException) 

 

 

3. Constraints Generator test (ALEVIN v2.2): 

 

OK = the resource/demand is assigned correctly to an element of the network 

NOK = the resource/demand is not assigned to any element of the network and a Java 

exception is thrown 

 

● BackupResource/BackupDemand      NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.BackupResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● BandwidthResource/BandwidthDemand     OK  

Result: A random BW within the interval [0, BWmax] is assigned to every network link. 

● CapacityResource/CapacityDemand     NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException:  

vnreal.constraints.resources.CapacityResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● CommonResource/CommonDemand     NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.CommonResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● CostResource/CostDemand      OK  

Result: A random cost within the interval [0, Max] is assigned to every network link. 

● CpuResource/CpuDemand       OK  

Result: A CPU with random cycles within the interval [0, CPUmax] is assigned to every 

node.  

● FreeSlotsResource/FreeSlotsDemand     NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.FreeSlotsResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● IdResource/IdDemand       OK  

Result: An IdResource/IdDemand (identification number) is assigned to every link. 

● LabelResource/LabelDemand      NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.LabelResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● LinearCpuEnergyResource      NOK  
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Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.LinearCpuEnergyResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● MLSResource/MLSDemand      NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.MLSResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● MultiCoreEnergyResource       NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.MultiCoreEnergyResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● MultiCorePowerDemand       OK 

● NullResource/NullDemand       OK  

Result: A NullResource/NullDemand is assigned to every node. 

● PhysicalDemandedSecurity/VirtualProvidedSecurity   OK  

Result: A random “Physical Demanded Security” (Substrate Network)  or “Virtual Provided 

Security” (Virtual Network) level within the interval [0, Max] is assigned to every node. 

● PhysicalProvidedSecurity/VirtualDemandedSecurity   OK  

Result: A random “Physical Provided Security” (Substrate Network)  or “Virtual Demanded 

Security” (Virtual Network) level within the interval [0, Max] is assigned to every node. 

● PowerResource/PowerDemand      OK  

Result: A resource called “PowerResource_usedBy” with value=0 is assigned to every 

node. 

● SelectionResource (OK)/SelectionDemand (NOK)     

Result (SelectionResource): A resource called “SelectionResource” without value is 

assigned to every node. 

● StaticDelayResource/StaticMaxDelayDemand    NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.StaticDelayResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

● StaticEnergyResource       NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.StaticEnergyResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node)  

● VolatileCpuResource/VolatileCpuDemand    NOK  

Exception: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.VolatileCpuResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 
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4. Scenario Generator test (ALEVIN v2.2): 

 

4.1 Scenario wizard: 

The objective of this test is to check if the modification of alpha and beta parameters 

produces significant and coherent changes in the network scenario generated. Alpha is 

supposed to modify the probability of having more links, and beta modifies the average 

length of the links. Four combinations are used to test the behaviour of this feature: 

 

• Alpha ↑ and beta ↓ (many links, mostly short) → Test 1 

• Alpha ↑ and beta ↑ (many links, mostly long)  → Test 2 

• Alpha ↓ and beta ↑ gran (few links, mostly)  → Test 3 

• Alpha ↓ and beta ↓ (few links, mostly short)  → Test 4 

 

Every test has two images, the settings used in the Scenario Wizard panel and the network 

scenario generated. 

 

Alpha: increases probability of generating links between nodes (𝛼 ∈ (0 <  𝛼 <  ∞)). 

Beta: increases the probability of longer links (𝛽 ∈ (∞ <  𝛼 < 1 ]). 

 

● Test 1: alpha = 4 and beta = 0,1 (many short links) 

 

 

Figure 6.23: Scenario Wizard settings panel for Test 1 
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Figure 6.24: Networks generated from Test 1 

 

• Test 2: alpha = 4 beta = 1 (many long links) 

 

 

Figure 6.25: Scenario Wizard settings panel for Test 2 

 

 

Figure 6.26: Networks generated from Test 2 
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• Test 3: alpha = 0.2 beta = 1 (few links, mostly long) 

 

 

Figure 6.27: Scenario Wizard settings panel for Test 3 

 

 

Figure 6.28: Networks generated from Test 3 
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• Test 4: alpha = 0,2 beta = 0,1 (few short links) 

 

 

Figure 6.29: Scenario Wizard settings panel for Test 4 

 

 

Figure 6.30: Networks generated from Test 4 

 

 

Observation: If beta = 0, no links are generated. 
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4.2   Scenario wizard with multiple algorithms:  

This feature is also a network scenario generator, but with 10 pre-set algorithms which 

generate specific network topologies (Star, ring, grid, etc.). Some parameters can be set 

such as dimensions or the number of nodes, depending on the algorithm. In this test a 

network is generated with each algorithm to verify that all algorithms generate what they 

are supposed to.  

   

 

Figure 6.31: Scenario wizard for multiple algorithms: Settings used 

 

 

Figure 6.32: Network topologies generated with the previous settings 

 

Observation: if the Transit Stub Generator is tried to configure, a java.lang.RuntimeException: not 

implemented is thrown 
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According to the test, every algorithm generates the topology correctly, which means the 

feature works. 

 

5. Scenario importer/exporter (ALEVIN v2.2) 

 

XML: 

ALEVIN provides the opportunity to export/import network topologies using the XML 

format. When the scenario is completely designed (Substrate Network + Virtual 

Networks), in the File section of the menu there is the option to Export to XML 

(Ctrl+S). This generates an XML file with all the information about the network 

elements such as the parameters or the topology. It is very important to place the 

file in the /src/XML directory of the source files, because the schema is placed there. 

This is what the XML file looks like: 

 

 

Figure 6.33: XML exported scenario 

 

When a scenario has been exported, the user can load it into ALEVIN with the Import from 

XML of the File section of the menu, which will automatically draw the networks described 

in the file into the display. This feature, which works correctly, allows the user to save 

topologies and be able to use them several times without having to draw them manually. 
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ANNEX III: ALEVIN v2.2 bugs  

This document contains the most relevant bugs of ALEVIN v2.2, as well as solutions to fix 

some of them.  

1. Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

1.1 Metrics menu 

The dropping metrics menu does not fit the screen, causing some metrics to not be 

visible, therefore impossible to execute:  

 

 

Figure 6.34: Oversized metrics menu 

 

The solution proposed to this bug is to add a MenuScroller (Apache JMeter library) 

to the metrics menu so that the user can scroll up and down and all metrics can be 

executed. These are the steps to implement it: 

- Download org.apache.jmeter library from: 

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.jmeter/jorphan/3.0 

- Add library to C:\TFG\alevin-src_v2.2\lib (project libraries directory) 

- Add library to Eclipse (Project from explorer > Right click > Build Path > 

Configure Build Path > Add External Jars...) 

  

https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.jmeter/jorphan/3.0
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- Using the method: 

 

Add the following line at the end of the constructor at 

src/vnreal/gui/menu/MetricsMenu.java: 

MenuScroller.setScrollerFor(this, 25, 1, 0, 0); 

This is what the metrics menu looks like after this solution. Apart from the two arrows 

at the start and end of the menu, the user can scroll up and down with the mouse 

wheel:  

 

Figure 6.35: Metrics menu with MenuScroller 

This menu fits the screen and lets all the metrics be executed. 

 

1.2   Selection and mapping panels    

Both the selection and mapping panels of ALEVIN v2.2 do not work. These features are 

basic for the software, without them the use of ALEVIN barely makes sense (the main 

objective is to visualize the Virtual Network mappings onto the Substrate Network, which 

cannot be done without the mapping panel). Here is how these two panels can be activated 

by making two slight changes to the code: 

 

● vnreal.gui.GUI.java 

This class is the controller of all the Graphical User Interface elements in ALEVIN. These 

two lines (91 and 92) must be swapped, so that the “Centre Pane” is initialized first, and 

then the “Right Pane” (which contains the two selection panels): 
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(…) 

public GUI(Scenario scenario) { 

  super("ALEVIN - ALgorithms for Embedding VIrtual Networks"); 

  // Pane initialization requires this.scenario to be set, 

  // therefore it cannot take place in the super constructor. 

  this.scenario = scenario; 

  this.initializeCenterPane(); 

  this.initializeRightPane(); 

  singleton = this; 

 (…) 

 

The reason of this change is an attribute of the class: 

 private MyGraphPanel graphpanel; 

This attribute is instantiated in the method initializeCenterPane():  

private void initializeCenterPane() { 

 graphpanel = new MyGraphPanel(scenario); 

 graphpanel.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(520, 300)); 

 graphpanel.setSynced(false); 

 graphpanel.setLayerStack(scenario.getNetworkStack()); 

graphpanel.addPropertyChangeListener(new PropertyChangeListener() 

{…} 

(…) 

} 

On the other hand, the same attribute is used in initializeRightPane(): 

private void initializeRightPane() { 

 JTabbedPane tabs = new JTabbedPane(); 

tabs.addTab("Selection", new SelectionPanel(new 
MySelectionTreeModel(), graphpanel)); 

tabs.addTab("Mapping", mappingPanel = new MappingPanel(graphpanel, 
scenario)); 

 tabs.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(250, 300)); 

 this.rightPane.add(tabs, BorderLayout.CENTER); 

} 

If initializeRightPane() is called before initializeCenterPane(), the attribute graphpanel will 

not be instantiated yet and the right pane initialization will not be successful. 
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● vnreal.gui.mapping.MappingPanel.java 

In this class, the line 61 (_createTreeModel();) must be replaced as follows: 

 

public MappingPanel(GraphPanel<?, ?> graphpanel, Scenario scenario) { 

  super(graphpanel); 

  // createTreeModel requires this.scenario, 

  // therefore it cannot be called from super constructor. 

  this.scenario = scenario; 

  //_createTreeModel(); 

  MappingTreeModel mappingmodel = new MappingTreeModel(scenario); 

  getTree().setModel(mappingmodel); 

(…) 

 

Considering what _createTreeModel() does:  

protected TreeModel _createTreeModel() { 

  return new MappingTreeModel(scenario); 

 } 

 

If the returned MappingTreeModel is not assigned to any variable, there is no point in calling 

_createTreeModel(). 

The first line added instantiates a new MappingTreeModel, which is what 

_createTreeModel was trying to achieve. The second line sets the model of the Java Swing 

tree, which allows Mulavito to understand what will form it. 

After these two modifications and a slight String change at the 266th line of 

MappingTreeModel.java, which changes the tree root name from “Virtual Networks” to 

“Networks”, the selection and mapping panels are successfully activated. This means that 

the user can see information about the selected elements in the selection panel, and the 

mappings of the Virtual Network elements onto the Substrate Network are displayed in the 

mapping panel. This is crucial to be able to work with ALEVIN.  
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Figure 6.36: Mapping panel of ALEVIN v2.3 on Linux 
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2. Dijkstra algorithm 

When the Dijkstra algorithm is executed no Java exceptions occur. In fact, the progress bar 

indicates that all Virtual Links are processed, but any of them is mapped. These messages 

appear at the console: 

 

 

Figure 6.37: Console messages after the Dijkstra algorithm execution 

 

If we go to line 242 of vnreal/algorithms/samples/SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm.java (class where 

the Dijkstra algorithm is implemented): 

// 5. Search for path in filtered substrate using Dijkstra 

 DijkstraShortestPath<SubstrateNode, SubstrateLink> shortestPath; 

 shortestPath = new DijkstraShortestPath<SubstrateNode, SubstrateLink>( 

 // filter.transform( 

  stack.getSubstrate() 

 // ) 

 ); 

 List<SubstrateLink> path = shortestPath.getPath(srcSnode, dstSnode); 

 // No path was found 

 if (path.isEmpty()) { 

  System.out.println("No path found for " + p); 

  return true; 

  } 

 

We can see that what causes the error is the .shortestPath(srcSnode, dstSnode) method, 

which is implemented at the class /edu/uci/ics/jung/algorithms/ 

shortestpath/MyDijkstraShortestPath.java. This class is an intentional subclass of the 

JUNG class DiijkstraShortestPath, but with the getPath method modified to adapt it to 

ALEVIN. As stated in the code, this method “Returns a list of the edges on the shortest 

path from source to target, in order of their occurrence on this path”. 

Problems with this method added to a lot of commented code in the 

SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm.java cause the Dijkstra algorithm to not work. 
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3. Metric bugs  
 

3.1. Overview 

These are the groups of metrics with common errors, therefore a similar solution can be 

applied to fix them: 

Running time: 

- Runtime 

- RuntimeWithoutPartitioning 

- runningTimePerMappedVN 

isPathSplitting: 

- CostRevenue 

- CostRevTimesMappedRev 

- MappedRevenue 

- RatioMappedRevenue 

- RevenueCost 

- TotalRevenue 

- tempCostRevenue 

MetricsCounter: 

- AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

- AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

- AvgMessagesReceived 

- AvgMessagesSent 

- NumberOfMessages 

- SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

- SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsLevel 

- SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

- SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsSize 

Memory Usage: 

- JVMMemoryUsageBM 

- OSMemoryUsageMB 

In the next sections the errors and solutions of each group are discussed. 

 

3.2. Running time 

To understand the error, it is important to know the process which is followed to execute a 

metric. The action that triggers this process is the selection of a metric in the menu, which 

will only work if there are mappings in the scenario. This menu is in the top left corner of 

the interface. 

Once the metric is selected, the actionPerformed of the listener in the menu item triggers 

a MetricsDialog which receives the selected metric (EvaluationMetric) as a parameter, and 

after arranging the GUI executes the calculate() method of the metric class. This method 

ultimately returns a number which is displayed in the popping panel. 
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When the runningTimePerMappedVN, Runtime or RuntimeWithoutPartitioning are 

executed from the metrics menu, an exception is thrown: 

java.lang.InstantiationException:java.lang.NoSuchMethodException:vnreal.evaluations.metrics.Me

tricName.init(). 

This is an error caused by a constructor mismatch, because in the metric class the 

constructor has one parameter (example from Runtime, same constructor for the other 

metrics): 

 public Runtime(double time) { 

  this.runtime = time; 

 } 

But in the line 93 of the class MetricsMenu, a new MetricsDialog is created as: 

new MetricsDialog((EvaluationMetric) metricClasses.get(cmd).newInstance(), 

scenario); 

This is where the selected metric in the menu is executed. The method newInstance() 

creates a new instantiation of the metric class, but with zero arguments. This is where the 

error occurs, because the class has only one constructor with an input parameter, so if we 

try to instantiate it without arguments the program will throw an exception 

(java.lang.InstantiationException:java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.evaluations.metrics.Runtime.init()). 

There is another problem with these classes: they are not completed because they do 

nothing. These metrics are supposed to know the running time of the algorithm, but with 

the current implementation they only receive the time via constructor parameter, store it in 

an attribute and return it in the calculate() method: 

public class Runtime implements EvaluationMetric<NetworkStack> { 

 long starttime; 

 double runtime; 

   

 public Runtime(double time) { 

  this.runtime = time; 

 } 

 

 @Override 

 public double calculate(NetworkStack stack) { 

  return runtime; 

 } 

 

 @Override 

 public String toString() { 

  return "Runtime"; 

 } 

} 
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Solution: Running time 

To determine the time that the algorithm has taken to map all the Virtual Network Requests, 

the method getRunningTime() is already implemented in the class 

GenericMappingAlgorithm (superclass of almost all algorithm classes). This method 

returns the attribute runningTime, which is obtained by the methods preRun() and 

postRun(): 

@Override 

 protected boolean preRun() { 

  startTime = System.currentTimeMillis(); 

  return true; 

 } 

@Override 

 protected void postRun() { 

  runningTime = (System.currentTimeMillis() - startTime) / 1000; 

 } 

@Override 

 public double getRunningTime() { 

  return runningTime; 

 } 

These three methods are implemented, but not used. To make them work, the preRun() 

must be executed just before the algorithm execution starts and the postRun() must be 

called right after the mapping has been completed. Therefore, the first step to obtain the 

running time is to place these two methods in their corresponding position of every 

algorithm, meaning that the preRun() must be placed at the start of the constructor, and 

the postRun() at the end of it. 

Example: AvaiableResources algorithm 

public AvailableResources(AlgorithmParameter param) { 

  if(preRun()){ 

   (…) 

postRun(); 

  }else{ 

   throw new AssertionError("preRun failed!"); 

 } 

After having used these two methods in every algorithm, the first problem (1) encountered 

is that there is not a way to access the executed algorithm class (which is very strange), 

so the metrics can’t access the value of the runningTime attribute of the algorithm classes. 

Another problem (2) is that not all algorithms derive from GenericMappingAlgorithm, so 

currently it is not possible to get the running time from the following algorithms (which do 

not extend GenericMappingAlgorithm): 

• Simple Dijkstra 

• Basic VN 
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• Basic VN Link Stress 

• Subgraph Isomorphism 

• Advanced Subgraph Isomorphism 

• Optimal Mappings Algorithm 

 

Figure 6.38: Inheritance of the algorithms 

 

The solution proposed to problem 1 is to create an attribute of the class Scenario which 

stores the current algorithm, so that the metric Runtime can access the method 

getRunningTime() of each algorithm class and return the execution time.   

The first step is to create this attribute in vnreal.core.Scenario, along with the setter and 

getter: 

public final class Scenario extends AbstractChangeable { 

 private NetworkStack stack = null; 

 private AbstractAlgorithm algorithm;    

 (…) 

public void setAlgorithm(AbstractAlgorithm a) { 

  this.algorithm = a; 

 } 

  

 public AbstractAlgorithm getExecutedAlgorithm(){    

  return algorithm; 

 } 

 (…) 

The solution to problem 2 is to make getRunningTime() an abstract method of 
AbstractAlgorithm instead of being a method of the derived class 
GenericMappingAlgorithm:  

  

public abstract double getRunningTime(); 

Given the fact that every algorithm extends AbstractAlgorithm, all of them will be able to 

override the getRunningTime() method (including the ones named before). Obviously, it is 

not implemented in all of them, so the next step is to override it in the six classes that did 

not have it (apart from adding the @Override tag in the getRunningTime()  of 

GenericMappingAlgorithm), along with the methods preRun() and postRun().  
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Classes where preRun(), postRun() and getRunningTime() must be implemented: 

• vnreal.algorithms.basicVN.BasicVNAssignmentAlgorithm.java 

• vnreal.algorithms.distributedAlg.DistributedAlgorithm.java 

• vnreal.algorithms.energy.optimal.OptimalMapingsAlgorithm.java 

• vnreal.algorithms.isomorphism.SubgraphIsomorphismStackAlgorithm.java 

• vnreal.algorithms.samples.SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm.java 

• vnreal.algorithms.DPVNE.DistributedMappingAlgorithm.java 

The AbstractAlgorithm class contains a method called performEvaluation() which is used 

to execute the algorithms that do not derive from GenericMappingAlgorithm. This method 

also calls the preRun() and postRun() methods, so they turn out to be already placed but 

not implemented. 

@Override 

 public final void performEvaluation() { 

  if (preRun()) { 

   evaluate(); //method where the mapping is done 

postRun(); 

  } else 

   throw new AssertionError("preRun failed!"); 

 } 

This means that for the six classes that do not derive from GenericMappingAlgorithm, it is 

not necessary to place the methods because the mapping is performed calling the 

performEvaluation() method. 

At this point, every algorithm in ALEVIN contains a method called getRunningTime() which 

returns the time that the algorithm spent mapping the Virtual Network Requests.   

Next, it is necessary to assign the executed algorithm to this attribute each time an 

algorithm is run. This is done by adding the following line at the end of the execution of 

each algorithm, when the postRun() is executed: 

 GUI.getInstance().getScenario().setAlgorithm(this); 

 

*this = current algorithm class 

**for the classes derived from GenericMappingAlgorithm, this is added right after the postRun() in their 
constructor. For the rest of algorithms, this line is added inside the postRun() right after the runningTime 
calculation. This is the proper way to implement it. 

 

 

Currently, every time an algorithm is run there is the algorithm attribute of the 
vnreal.core.Scenario that stores the class of the algorithm executed. The metrics can 
access this class to use the getRunningTime() method.  

The last step to be able to execute the metrics without errors is to modify the classes 
involved so that their constructor ceases to have parameters: 
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• vnreal.evaluations.metrics.Runtime.java 

 

public Runtime() { 

this.runtime = 
GUI.getInstance().getScenario().getExecutedAlgorithm().getRunningT
ime(); 

 } 

 

• vnreal.evaluations.metrics.runningTimePerMappedVN.java 
 

public runningTimePerMappedVN() { 

this.runningTime = 
GUI.getInstance().getScenario().getExecutedAlgorithm().getRunningT
ime(); 

} 

 

 

• vnreal.evaluations.metrics.DPVNE.RuntimeWithoutPartitioning.java 

 

public RuntimeWithoutPartitioning() { 

this.runtime = 
GUI.getInstance().getScenario().getExecutedAlgorithm().getRunningT
ime(); 

}  

 

 

3.3. isPathSplitting 

There are some metrics which have an attribute called isPathSplitting. This attribute is used 

to know whether the executed algorithm used path splitting or not and behave differently 

depending on its value. With the way the metric classes are implemented, they are 

supposed to obtain the value of this attribute via parameter in the constructor. 

When executing either CostRevTimesMapped, RatioMappedRevenue, TotalRevenue 

or tempCostRevenue, an exception such as 

java.lang.InstantiationException:java.lang.NoSuchMethodException:vnreal.evaluations.m

etrics.MetricName.init() is thrown. The error is the same as the running time problem: the 

constructor mismatch (explained in the previous section). The only difference is that these 

classes are already correctly implemented, so the only thing that must be done is figuring 

out how to know whether the executed algorithm has used path splitting or not without 

having a parameter in the constructor. 

After revising the other metrics, I have realized that CostRevenue, MappedRevenue and 

RevenueCost also have the same problem, but is hidden by adding an extra constructor 

which initializes isPathSplitting to false by default: 
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public RevenueCost() { 

  this.isPathSplitting = false; 

 } 

This allows the  metric to run without throwing an exception but does not differentiate 

between an algorithm with path splitting and an algorithm which does not use this technique. 

This is not correct because the calculate() method of these classes is different depending 

on the value of isPathSplitting.  

This is what these metric classes look like: 

public class RatioMappedRevenue implements 
EvaluationMetric<NetworkStack> { 

 

 boolean isPathSplitting; 

  

 public RatioMappedRevenue(boolean isAlgorithmPS) { 

  this.isPathSplitting = isAlgorithmPS; 

 } 

 

 @Override 

 public double calculate(NetworkStack stack) { 

  MappedRevenue rev = new MappedRevenue(); 

  TotalRevenue totalRev = new TotalRevenue(); 

double revRatio = (rev.calculate(stack) / 
totalRev.calculate(stack)) * 100; 

  return (revRatio); 

 } 

  

 @Override 

 public String toString() { 

  return "RatioMappedRevenue"; 

 } 

 

} 

 

Solution: isPathSplitting 

The objective is to figure out a way to know if the executed algorithm used path splitting or 

not, so that the metrics cease to need the Boolean parameter in the constructor.  

The solution proposed to the problem is the creation of the attribute isPathSplitting in the 

AbstractAlgorithm class. This attribute is a boolean which is initialized in each algorithm 

class and set to true if the algorithm uses path splitting. 
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public abstract class AbstractAlgorithm implements IAlgorithm { 

  (…) 

  public static boolean isPathSplitting; 

  (…) 

For example, in the CoordinatedMapping algorithm the parameter passed to the class 

constructor is an AlgorithmParameter type (same for all the algorithms derived from 

GenericMappingAlgorithm). This is basically a hashmap with all the parameters used for 

the algorithm, one of them being the key “PathSplitting” linked to a boolean value. What 

the algorithm class does is to check the value of the Boolean linked to “PathSplitting” using 

the AlgorithmParameter.getBoolean(String key, Boolean defVal) method, which returns the 

value of the field accessed by key, and if it is null (because there is no key key), the method 

returns the default value defined in the class attributes: 

public Boolean getBoolean(String key, Boolean defVal) { 

  String val = this.parameters.get(key); 

  if (val != null) { 

   return Boolean.parseBoolean(val); 

  } else { 

   return defVal; 

  } 

 } 

What the class achieves is to know whether path splitting is activated (if there is a pair 

{“Path Splitting” – True} in the AlgorithmParameter hashmap), and if there is not, the class 

uses the default path splitting value DEFAULT_PS. What I have added is the initialization 

of the super attribute isPathSplitting according to the value of this method. Here we can 

see the code: 

public class CoordinatedMapping extends GenericMappingAlgorithm { 

 // Default values 

 (…) 

 private static boolean DEFAULT_PS = false; // No path splitting 

 (…) 

 public CoordinatedMapping(AlgorithmParameter param) { 

  if (preRun()) { 

   (…) 

isPathSplitting = param.getBoolean("PathSplitting", 
DEFAULT_PS); 

(…) 

    

   if (isPathSplitting) { 

    (…) 

   } else { 

    (…) 
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   } 

   postRun(); 

   GUI.getInstance().getScenario().setAlgorithm(this); 

  }else { 

   throw new AssertionError("preRun failed!"); 

  } 

 } 

The only addition has been to assign the value of param.getBoolean(“PathSplitting”, 

DEFAULT_PS) to the attribute isPathSplitting. 

This previous solution is available only for the algorithms which derive from 

GenericMappingAlgorithm because they use this AlgorithmParameter as argument for the 

constructor. For the other algorithms, the super attribute isPathSplitting is initialized to true 

if the algorithm uses path splitting, and false if it does not.  

At this point, every algorithm class sets the value of the AbstractAlgorithm attribute 

isPathSplitting which is true if the algorithm uses path splitting. So, the only thing remaining 

is that the metrics check that value instead of checking the value of the parameter in their 

constructor, which can do accessing the algorithm parameter of the class Scenario, which 

contains a copy of the current executed algorithm class (this was created in the running 

time section for similar purposes).  

A new constructor without parameters is added to every class and their isPathSplitting is 

set to the value of the attribute isPathSplitting of the algorithm executed. The metric classes 

modified are: 

• CostRevenue 

• CostRevTimesMappedRev 

• MappedRevenue 

• RatioMappedRevenue 

• RevenueCost 

• tempCostRevenue  

• TotalRevenue 

 

Example: RatioMappedRevenue (new constructor) 

boolean isPathSplitting; 

 

 public RatioMappedRevenue() { 

  this.isPathSplitting = AlgorithmsMenu.isPathSplitting; 

 } 

 

3.4. MetricsCounter 

These metrics have the same problem as the previous mentioned: a constructor mismatch. 

In their constructor there is the MetricsCounter Counter parameter, which does not match 

the instanceOf() empty constructor call. 
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List of metrics which have the Counter parameter in their constructor: 

• AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• AttemptsEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• AvgMessagesReceived 

• AvgMessagesSent 

• NumberOfMessages 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsBandwidthRatio 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsLevel 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsNodesRatio 

• SuccessfullyEmbeddingPartitionsSize 

Unlike the other constructor mismatch cases, this one will not be solved due to the 

complexity of MetricsCounter and related classes. This metrics are the latest added to 

ALEVIN and the uncertainty that their code is completed makes them hard to analyse. 

However, the approach to fix this error must be similar to the running time/isPathSplitting 

solution: the parameter must be removed from the constructor and then a way to provide 

the value of the parameter to the metric class must be figured out. 
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3.5. Memory Usage (JVMMemoryUsageBM and OSMemoryUsageMB)  

JVMMemoryUsageBM and OSMemoryUsageMB are two ALEVIN metrics, the objective of 

which is to return the amount of memory used by ALEVIN. When executed, the output of 

both is a Java exception: java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN. If we look at the 

java classes, many errors with the Thread implementation can be noticed: 
 

 

Figure 6.39: JVMMemoryUsageBM java class 

When the calculate method is called, the public void run() has not been run yet (the 

Thread.start() to activate it does not figure anywhere), and tries to divide sum=0/i=0. This 

obviously generates a java.lang.NumberFormatException: Infinite or NaN. 

To fix this error, a correct Thread implementation should be done by  

1) Creating and instantiating the Thread:  

Thread t1 = new Thread(new RunnableImpl());  

2) Calling the start() method: 

t1.start(); 

3) Using the method stop(), which figures in the public void run but is not 

called anywhere: 

stop(); 
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4. Constraints  

The constraints are the resources/demands assigned to the network elements. Resources 

are generally for the Substrate Network, being the host network. These resources will be 

occupied by the Virtual Network, which, at the same time, have their own demands to fulfil. 

E.g.: we have a Substrate link with a bandwidth capacity (resource) of 100 Mbps, and two 

Virtual links which need 30 Mpbs each (demand). If the two are mapped to the Substrate 

link, they will occupy 60 Mbps of the 100 Mbps total, that meaning there is enough resource  

for the demands of the two links.  

Examples of demands/resources are CPU, Cost, Bandwidth, Power, Security Level, etc. 

There are two ways to assign constraints to the networks. The first one is using the 

Constraints Generator of the menu, which assigns selected constraints to the networks by 

asking the user maximum values and picking random values between [0,Max]. This can be 

useful when the objective is to test network topologies or algorithm efficiency. 

The second way to add constraints is the manual assignation, by right clicking a network 

element of the interface and selecting the option “Add resource” for the Substrate Network 

or “Add demand” for the Virtual Networks. 

When trying to assign a resource/demand to an element of the network using either the 

Constraints Generator of the menu or by manual assignation there are multiple constraints 

which do not work, throwing an exception similar to: java.lang.NoSuchMethodException: 

vnreal.constraints.resources.CapacityResource.<init>(vnreal.network.Node) 

This error is caused by the Class.newInstance() method, which as previously explained in 

this document calls the class constructor with the arguments put in the method. When a 

new constraint is initialized, this function is used with a NetworkEntity <AbstractConstraint> 

type as the only argument for the constructor. The exception is thrown because many of 

the constraints have more parameters in their constructors than only a NetworkEntity, so 

when newInstance() looks for a constructor with only one parameter, cannot find it and 

throws the exception. 

Here is an example to make things clear: 

These are the two lines in which the constraint initialization is done, the first one is from the 

Constraints Generator, and the second is from the manual assignation: 

1) vnreal.gui.dialog.ConstraintsGeneratorDialog (Line 587) 
 

Object res = resClass.getConstructor( 

ne.getClass().getSuperclass()).newInstance(ne); 

2) vnreal.gui.dialog.AddConstraintDialog (Line 73) 
 
Object cons = ((ComboBoxClass) comboBox.getSelectedItem()) 

  .getClasss().getConstructor(entity.getClass().getSuperclass()) 

 .newInstance(entity); 

As we can see, the only argument in the newInstance() method is ne for the Constraints 

Generator and entity for the manual assignation. Both are 

NetworkEntity<AbstractResource> type variables. 
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If we look at the constructor of one of the metrics which throws the exception: 

public BackupDemand(double demandedBackupCapacity, NetworkEntity<? 
extends AbstractConstraint> owner, NetworkEntity<? extends 
AbstractConstraint> originalOwner) { 

  super(owner); 

  this.demandedBackupCapacity = demandedBackupCapacity; 

  this.originalOwner = originalOwner; 

} 

 

It does not match the two initializations. In this case, the initialization should be something 

like .newInstance(capacity, networkEntity1, networkEntity2) instead of .newInstance 

(networkEntity). 

These are all the constraints affected by this problem: 

• BackupResource/BackupDemand  

● CapacityResource/CapacityDemand 

● CommonResource/CommonDemand 

● FreeSlotsResource/FreeSlotsDemand  

● LabelResource/LabelDemand 

● LinearCpuEnergyResource 

● MLSResource/MLSDemand  

● MultiCoreEnergyResource 

● StaticDelayResource/StaticMaxDelayDemand 

● StaticEnergyResource 

● VolatileCpuResource/VolatileCpuDemand  
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ANNEX IV: Manual for developers 

This manual contains the procedures to add constraints, metrics, and algorithms to 

ALEVIN v2.x.  

 

1. Add New Pair Resource/Demand Type:     

1.1 Overview 
• All resource types are derived from AbstractResource. 

• Resources may only be added to the entities of the SubstrateNetwork. 

• The SubstrateNetwork consists of SubstrateLinks and SubstrateNodes. 

• All demand types are derived from AbstractDemand. 

• Demands may only be added to the entities of a VirtualNetwork. 

• A VirtualNetwork consists of VirtualLinks and VirtualNodes. 

• We use the Visitor pattern and Adapter pattern to avoid casts to concrete 

demand/resource classes and the use of Java's instanceOf as far as possible.                     

N.b.: We use these design pattern in an entangled way. 

• A resource is a visitor for a demand providing the occupy and free visitors. 

• A demand is a visitor for a resource providing the accepts and fulfils visitors. 

• Every Resource class must override the methods accepts, fulfills, 

createOccupyVisitor, createFreeVisitor, getCopy, toString + setters/getters. 

• Every Demand class must override the methods occupy, free, 

createAcceptsVisitor, createFulfillsVisitor, getCopy, toString + setters/getters. 

 

1.2 Procedure 

1.2.1 Create Java classes (Demand and Resource) 

1.2.1.1 Resource 
Create a new class in the package vnreal.constraints.resources (Resource 

class, for the Substrate Network). This class must be similar to the other 

resource classes in the package, so it would be a good idea to check them 

out before starting to create your own. The name of the class must end with 

“Resource” (e.g. MyNewResource). 

Imports: (example class called MyNewResource, imports may vary depending 

on the constraint) 

import vnreal.ExchangeParameter; 

import vnreal.algorithms.utils.MiscelFunctions; 

import vnreal.algorithms.utils.SubgraphBasicVN.Utils; 

import vnreal.constraints.AbstractConstraint; 

import vnreal.constraints.ILinkConstraint; (only if the constraint is for 
links) 
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import vnreal.constraints.INodeConstraint; (only if the constraint is for 

nodes) 

import vnreal.constraints.demands.AbstractDemand; 

import vnreal.constraints.demands.MyNewDemand; (import the 
corresponding demand version of MyNewResource) 

import vnreal.constraints.demands.DemandVisitorAdapter; 

import vnreal.mapping.Mapping; 

import vnreal.network.Link; (only if the constraint is for links) 

import vnreal.network.Node; (only if the constraint is for nodes) 

import vnreal.network.NetworkEntity; 

Declaration:  

The class must be final, extend AbstractResource and implement 

ILinkConstraint and/or INodeConstraint, depending on the element that 

will have it (node/link). 

(e.g. public final class CpuResource extends AbstractResource 

implements INodeConstraint {…})  

 

Constructor(s): 

It is particularly important have a constructor with a Node <? extends 

AbstractConstraint> as its only parameter. If not, the metric will not work. Other 

constructors with other parameters can be added but making sure there is 

always one with this type of parameter. The reason for this is because ALEVIN 

instantiates the constraints classes using the instanceOf(Node <? extends 

AbstractConstraint>) method, which calls a constructor with a Node as only 

argument. If there is not a constructor that can match this call, the instantiation 

will fail. An example of this essential constructor is: 

public CpuResource(Node<? extends AbstractConstraint> owner) { 

   super(owner); 

 } 

Methods: 

The following methods MUST be included and implemented. If not, the 

constraint will not work: 

• Method to verify whether the demand fits the resource (Visitor/Adapter 
Design Pattern): 

 
@Override 

   public boolean accepts(AbstractDemand dem) { 

    return dem.getAcceptsVisitor().visit(this); 

   } 
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• Method to verify whether the demand can be fulfilled by this resource 
(Visitor/Adapter Design Pattern): 

 
@Override 

   public boolean fulfills(AbstractDemand dem) { 

    return dem.getFulfillsVisitor().visit(this); 

   }  
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• Method to define the behaviour of the class when an occupation visit is 
made (Visitor/Adapter Design Pattern).  
Example from CpuResource: 

 
@Override 

   protected DemandVisitorAdapter createOccupyVisitor() { 

    return new DemandVisitorAdapter() { 

     @Override 

     public boolean visit(CpuDemand dem) { 

      if (fulfills(dem)) { 

occupiedCycles += 
MiscelFunctions.round(dem.getDeman
dedCycles(), 3); 

       new Mapping(dem, getThis()); 

       return true; 

      } else 

       return false; 

     } 

    }; 

   } 

 

• Method to define the behaviour of the class when a free visit is made 
(Visitor/Adapter Design Pattern). 

Example from CpuResource: 

 

@Override 

   protected DemandVisitorAdapter createFreeVisitor() { 

    return new DemandVisitorAdapter() { 

     @Override 

     public boolean visit(AlexDemand dem) { 

      if (getMapping(dem) != null) { 

occupiedBandwidth -= 
MiscelFunctions.round(dem.getDeman
dedBandwidth(), 3); 

return getMapping(dem).unregister(); 

      } else 

       return false; 

     } 

    }; 

   } 
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• Method to get a copy of the class. It is very important to clone the 
class attributes. 
Example from CpuResource: 

 
@Override 

public AbstractResource getCopy( NetworkEntity<? extends 
AbstractConstraint> owner, boolean setOccupied) { 

  

    CpuResource clone = null; 

clone = new CpuResource((Node<? extends 
AbstractConstraint>) owner, this.getName()); 

    clone.cycles = cycles; 

   

    if (setOccupied) 

     clone.occupiedCycles = occupiedCycles; 

    return clone; 

} 

 

 

 

• Method to obtain the name of the resource externally: 

 

@Override 

  public String toString() { 

   return Utils.toString(this); 

  } 

 

• Getters/Setters: VERY IMPORTANT to define these methods for the 

parameters that the user must set during the constraint creation or if they 

are to be included in the exchange format. If these are not defined, the 

user will not be able to set their values, amongst other problems. 

The parameters of these classes must not be simple types (e.g. int, 

double) but classes such that they can be used via Java Reflection. 

The name of these methods must follow the pattern: get/set + 

<parameter name> 

IMPORTANT: The setters/getters of the parameters which shall be 

included in the exchange format (XML) must have the 

@ExchangeParameter tag.  

Example for the CpuResource cycles: 

@ExchangeParameter 

   public void setCycles(Double cycles) { 

    this.cycles = cycles; 

} 
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@ExchangeParameter 

   public Double getCycles() { 

    return this.cycles; 

} 

 

 

 

 

1.2.1.2 Demand 

Create a new class in the package vnreal.constraints.demands (Demand class, 

for the Virtual Networks). This class must be very similar to the resource class, 

but with slight changes. Basically replacing “resources” with “demands” 

and vice-versa is all it has to be done. The name of the class must end with 

“Demand” (e.g., MyNewDemand ) These are the differences from the resource 

class: 

 

• Same imports as the resource class, but adding: 

o  vnreal.constraints.resources.AbstractResource 

o vnreal.constraints.resources.MyNewResource 

o vnreal.constraints.resources.ResourceVisitorAdapter 

 

• This class extends AbstractDemand and implements 

ILinkConstraint and/or INodeConstraint. 

 

• Method to verify if the resource is occupied (Visitor/Adapter Design 

Pattern): 

 
@Override 
public boolean occupy(AbstractResource res) { 

  return res.getOccupyVisitor().visit(this); 
} 

 

• Method to verify if the resource is free (Visitor/Adapter Design Pattern): 

 

@Override 

   public boolean free(AbstractResource res) { 

    return res.getFreeVisitor().visit(this); 

} 
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• Method createAcceptsVisitor (same for every demand class, only the 
name of the resource changes; Visitor/Adapter Design Pattern): 

 
@Override 

   protected ResourceVisitorAdapter createAcceptsVisitor() { 

    return new ResourceVisitorAdapter() { 

     @Override 

     public boolean visit(MyNewResource res) { 

      return true; 

     } 

    }; 

} 

 

• Method to verify if there are enough resources (Visitor/Adapter Design 
Pattern): 

 

@Override 

   protected ResourceVisitorAdapter createFulfillsVisitor() { 

    return new ResourceVisitorAdapter() { 

     @Override 

     public boolean visit(BandwidthResource res) { 

return 
MiscelFunctions.round(res.getAvailableBa
ndwidth(), 3) >= 
MiscelFunctions.round(getDemandedBandwid
th(), 3); 

     } 

    }; 

   } 

 

 

1.2.2 Create the “visit” methods 

These methods allow the use of the Visitor Design Pattern to enable the access for 
any class derived from {@link AbstractDemand} without the use of casts or 
instanceOf. 

 
a) Add the “visit” dummy method to the class DemandVisitorAdapter.java 

(package vnreal.constraints.demands ). This method must have the following 

structure: 
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public boolean visit(MyNewDemand dem) { 

return false; 

} 
 

b) Add the “visit” dummy method to the class ResourceVisitorAdapter.java 

(package vnreal.constraints.resources ). This method must have the following 

structure: 

 

public boolean visit(MyNewResource res) { 

return false; 

} 
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2. Add New Metric: 

2.1 Overview 

To add a metric to ALEVIN, just create a class in the right package 

(vnreal.evaluations.metrics). The class must meet some constraints: 

• All metrics are derived from the EvaluationMetric interface, which contains the 

calculate method.  

• Every metric class overrides the calculate method, which defines the behaviour 

of the metric. 

• Every metric must implement a toString() method, which is expected to return a 

short textual description of the metric. 

 

2.2 Procedure (creation of the class) 

Declaration: 

 public class MyNewMetric implements EvaluationMetric<NetworkStack> {} 

 

 Constructor: 

It is essential for this classes to have an empty constructor (without parameters) 
because the instantiation is done by calling the MetricClass.instanceOf(), which 
looks for an empty constructor. If there is no empty constructor in the metric class, 
the instantiation will not succeed. 

 

 Methods: 

 
• Method which defines the behaviour of the metric, “calculate”. 

Example from metric AcceptedVnrRatio, which calculates the ratio of 
accepted Virtual Network Requests: 

 

@Override 

   public double calculate(NetworkStack stack) { 

RejectedNetworksNumber numRej = new 
RejectedNetworksNumber(); 

double acceptedRatio = (((stack.size() - 1) - 
numRej.calculate(stack)) / (stack.size() - 1)) * 100; 

    return (acceptedRatio); 

} 

 
• Method which returns a short description of the metric, “toString” 

Example from AcceptedVnrRatio 

 
@Override 

 public String toString() { 
  return “PercentageAcceptedVNR"; 
 } 
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3. Add New Algorithm: 

3.1 Overview 

• Any algorithm that uses VNREAL must be derived from the mulavito.IAlgorithm 

interface, which  

o Defines a common way to access status information of a running 

algorithm 

o Allows to show a GUI progress bar 

• There are two ways to implement an algorithm: perform a single stage with 

Node and Link Mapping (e.g. 

vnreal.algorithms.samples.SimpleDijkstraAlgorithm) or divide it into two 

independent stages (e.g. vnreal.algorithms.AvaiableResources). It is far 

preferable to perform two separate stages for Node and Link Mapping, so 

this will be the case discussed in this section. 

• Each algorithm consists of four classes: 

o Generic class (vnreal.algorithms) 

o Node Mapping class (attribute of generic class, 

vnreal.algorithms.nodemapping) 

o Link Mapping class (attribute of  generic class, 

vnreal.algorithms.linkmapping) 

o Wizard class (algorithm GUI, vnreal.gui.dialog) 

The reason for this is to be able to have more combinations of node and link 

mappings, by mixing the different algorithms.  

This means that to add a new algorithm with both node and link mapping, four 

classes must be implemented. There is also the possibility to use  the node 

or link mapping from another already implemented algorithm. 

• There are some base classes to derive the new algorithm (generic class) 

from, providing basic methods: AbstractAlgorithm.java, 

AbstractSequentialAlgorithm.java, 

AbstractRevokableSequentialAlgorithm.java, GenericMappingAlgorithm.java 

(these classes implement mulavito.IAlgorithm directly or indirectly). 
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Figure 6.40: Abstract sequential algorithm flow chart       Figure 6.41: Abstract algorithm flow chart 

 

• Node Mapping class must derive from AbstractNodeMapping.java. 

• Link Mapping class must derive from AbstractLinkMapping.java. 

• The basic algorithm principle is: 

o Receive a vnreal.network.NetworkStack (Substrate Network with 

resources + Virtual Network with demands) 

o Perform Virtual Node Mapping by searching for resources in the SN 

which fulfil the given demands 

o Perform Virtual Link Mapping the same way 

 

3.2 Procedure 

3.2.1  Generic class 

An easy way to implement this class is by extending GenericMappingAlgorithm 

(vnreal.algorithms.GenericMappingAlgorithm). The generic class behaves as the 

“controller”, instantiating both the node and link mapping. Inside its constructor the 

assignation of the class attributes must be done, using the arguments that the user 

will set in the wizard (setting panel of the algorithm which pops when an algorithm 

from the algorithms menu is selected). These arguments are encapsulated in an 

AlgorithmParameter object (the only parameter of the constructor is an object of 

this type; More information in the Wizard section),  which contains a HashMap with 

all the parameters related to the algorithm. These HashMap values are the 

arguments that will need to be used to instantiate the node/link mapping classes.  
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Here is the flow chart of GenericMappingAlgorithm:

 

Figure 6.42: Flow chart of GenericMappingAlgorithm 

     

 

 

This abstract class provides the basic methods for the execution of the algorithm. 

These methods can be useful for developing the generic class by using/overriding 

them. Its most important attributes are NetworkStack, nodeMappingAlgorithm and 

LinkMappingAlgorithm. Although the methods are implemented in 

GenericMappingAlgorithm, they can be overridden to add anything useful. 

 

Here is a brief description of the possibilities that the class methods offer: 

 

• Set and add the Hidden Hops to the Link and Node Mapping algorithms: 
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public void setHhMappings(List<IHiddenHopMapping> hhs) {…} 

 

• Get a list of numerical status of the algorithm: 

 
@Override 
public List<AbstractAlgorithmStatus> getStati() {…} 

 

• Obtain the time spent by the algorithm to complete the mapping: 

 

@Override 

protected void postRun() {…} 

 

• Start the timer used for postRun(), can be used to initialize parameters if 
overridden: 

 
@Override 

 protected boolean preRun() {…} 

 

• Obtain the next Virtual Link to be mapped in the process method: 
 
@Override 

 protected VirtualNetwork getNext() {…} 
 

• Check if there is another Virtual Request to be processed, and update the 
iterator over the set of Virtual Network Requests: 

 

@Override 

 protected boolean hasNext() {…} 
 

• Perform the node mapping stage followed by the link mapping stage: 
 
@Override 

 protected boolean process(VirtualNetwork p) {…} 
 

• Get the running time externally: 
 

public double getRunningTime() {…} 
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IMPORTANT: The whole algorithm is implemented in the constructor of the 
class, where the node/link mapping are done by calling the external classes. 
It is extremely important to use the structure: 

 

public MyNewAlgorithm(AlgorithmParameter param) { 

   if (preRun()) { 

    //Mapping 

    postRun(); 

GUI.getInstance().getScenario().setAlgorithm(this); 

   }else { 

    throw new AssertionError("preRun failed!"); 

  } 

 The method setStack() must also be implemented: 

@Override 

  public void setStack(NetworkStack stack) { 

   this.ns = MiscelFunctions.sortByRevenues(stack); 

  } 

 

3.2.2 Node mapping 
 
This is the class where the node mapping must be implemented. This class 
must derive from AbstractNodeMapping, which provides a lot of methods that 
can be confusing.  
The only thing to do to create a new node mapping algorithm is to create a new 
class in the package vnreal.algorithms.nodemapping, define its logic in 
the nodeMapping method and add the methods necessary for the 
mapping to work. After this, you will have to link it to the attribute 
nodeMappingAlgorithm of your generic algorithm class. It can be of your 
help to check out the other node mapping classes already implemented in the 
package. 
 
Here is a brief explanation for the most important things from each of the 
AbstractNodeMapping main sections: 
 

Attributes: 

 

• protected Map<VirtualNode, SubstrateNode> nodeMapping; Map 

with the pairs linking each Virtual Node to a Network Node 

• private List<VirtualNode> unmappedvNodes; Unmapped Virtual 

Nodes after the “prenode” mapping stage 

• private List<SubstrateNode> unmappedsNodes; Unmapped 

Substrate Nodes after the “prenode” mapping stage 

• protected boolean nodeOverload; Boolean which determines whether 

more than one Virtual Node can be mapped to the same Substrate Node 
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• protected List<IHiddenHopMapping> hhMappings; Hidden Hops 

mapping 

 
 

Methods: 

 

• public boolean isPreNodeMappingFeasible(SubstrateNetwork 
sNet, VirtualNetwork vNet) {…} 

 

This method realizes the “prenode” mapping stage. This stage consists in 
the mapping of virtual nodes requested by their idDemand. Nodes with 
idDemand should be mapped to nodes with the same idResource. 

 

• public boolean isPreNodeMappingComplete() {…} 
 
Boolean value which indicates whether the “prenode” mapping has been 
completed. 

 

• protected abstract boolean nodeMapping(SubstrateNetwork sNet, 
VirtualNetwork vNet); 
 

This method must be implemented in the new node mapping algorithm. 
It is the most important method because it must contain all the logic of the 
node mapping algorithm. Returns true if the node mapping has been 
performed successfully. 

   @param vNet is the Virtual network request that should be mapped. 

 

• protected Map<VirtualNode, SubstrateNode> getNodeMapping() 
{…} 

 
Getter for the nodeMapping class attribute. 

   

  

• protected List<VirtualNode> getUnmappedvNodes() {…} 
 
Getter for the unmappedvNodes class attribute. 

 

  

• protected List<SubstrateNode> getUnmappedsNodes() {…} 

 
Getter for the unmappedsNodes attribute. 

 

• private SubstrateNode findDemandedNode(SubstrateNetwork sNet, 
AbstractDemand IDdem) {…} 
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Method to find the Substrate Node with the IdResource demanded by the 
Virtual Node. 
 

• private boolean verifyDemand(SubstrateNode sNode, VirtualNode 
vNode) {…} 

 
Boolean method indicating whether the demands of a Virtual Node vNode 
can be accomplished by the Substrate Node sNode. 
 

• public Map<String, Double> exportEvaluationData() {…} 
 

This Method writes evaluationData into the {@link NetworkStack}. 

@return Map of String (name of the field) and Double (value), null if not 
used. 

 

 

3.2.3 Link mapping 
 
This stage is very similar to the previous one: the link mapping stage must be 
implemented in a separate class, in the package vnreal.algorithms. 
linkmapping and linked to the linkMappingAlgorithm of the generic 
algorithm class. It must derive from the class AbstractLinkMapping, the most 
important details of which are briefly explained next: 
 

Attributes: 
 

• protected int processedLinks, mappedLinks; Processed and mapped 
links of the virtual network.  

• protected List<IHiddenHopMapping> hhMappings; Mappings of the hidden 
hops. 

 

Methods: 

 

• protected abstract boolean linkMapping(SubstrateNetwork sNet, 
VirtualNetwork vNet, Map<VirtualNode, SubstrateNode> nodeMapping); 

 

This method must be implemented in the new link mapping algorithm 
class. . It is the most important method because it must contain all the 
logic of the link mapping algorithm. Returns true if the node mapping has 
been performed successfully. 

@param vNet: Virtual network Request to map. 

   @param nodeMapping: Output of node mapping algorithm. 

 

• public int getProcessedLinks() {…} 
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Getter for the integer attribute processedLinks. 

 

• public int getMappedLinks() {…} 
 

Getter for the integer attribute mappedLinks. 

 

• protected void setHhMappings(List<IHiddenHopMapping> hhMappings) 
{…} 
 
Stores the hidden hops mappings in Virtual Links. 

 

 
3.2.4 Algorithm wizard 

 
In order to execute the algorithm, there may be some parameters which have 
to be set. When an algorithm is executed, a panel to set all these parameters 
must pop, which will gather all the values in an AlgorithmParameter object and 
create an instance of the algorithm with the actual arguments. This panel must 
be implemented in the package vnreal.gui.dialog. The main characteristics of 
this class are: 

 

Declaration: 
 

Must extend AbstractButtonDialog and implement ActionListener 

 

Constructor: (example for MyNewAlgorithm) 

 

  public MyNewAlgorithmWizard() { 

  super(GUI.getInstance(), "My New Algorithm Wizard", "Submit", 

    new Dimension(400, 300)); 

   

  pack(); 

  setVisible(true); 

 } 

 

Methods: 

 

• protected JPanel createContent() {…} 
 

Overriden method from mulavito.gui.dialogs.AbstractButtonDialog, 
which creates all the content inside the panel using Java Swing. 

   

• protected void doAction() {…} 
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Overriden method from mulavito.gui.dialogs.AbstractButtonDialog, 
which determines the action that will be executed when the user 
submits all the parameters. It basically gathers all the parameters 
set by the user and encapsulates them in an AlgorithmParameter 
type by adding them to its HashMap attribute. Then, creates an 
algorithm by doing: 

  

AbstractAlgorithm algo = new 
AvailableResources(param); 

 algo.setStack(ns); 

  

 

 

3.2.5 Add algorithm to Graphical User Interface 
 
To be able to view your new algorithm in the dropping menu of the GUI, a last 
action is required: add the menu item in the class 
vnreal.gui.menu.AlgorithmsMenu. 
Just add a JMenuItem by typing the following code in the constructor: 
 

mi = new JMenuItem("My New Algorithm"); //Name shown in the menu 

  mi.setActionCommand("myNewAlgorithm"); //String for ActionPerformed 

  mi.addActionListener(this); 

 add(mi); 
 
 
Finally, add another if-else condition in the ActionPerformed method: 
 

} else if (cmd.equals("myNewAlgorithm")) { 

    new MyNewAlgorithmWizard(); 

  } 
 

Important: The String in the if condition must match the String of 
mi.setActionCommand(“X”) previously defined. 
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Glossary 

ALEVIN – ALgorithms for Embedding VIrtual Networks 

CPU – Central Processing Unit 

GLPK – GNU Linear Programming Kit 

GNU – GNU’s Not Unix 

GPL – General Public License 

GUI – Graphical User Interface 

IaaS – Infrastructure as a Service 

IDE – Integrated Development Environment 

InP – Infrastructure Provider 

ISP – Internet Service Provider 

JDK – Java Development Kit 

JRE – Java Runtime Environment 

LTS – Long Term Support 

Mbps – Megabits per second 

SN – Substrate Network 

SP – Service Providers 

VM – Virtual Machine 

VN – Virtual Network 

VNE – Virtual Network Embedding 

VNO – Virtual Network Operator 

VNP – Virtual Network Provider 

VNR – Virtual Network Request 

VNREAL – Virtual Network Resource Embedding Algorithms 

XML – Extensible Markup Language 

 

 

 


